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1.  INTRODUCTION

This is a report of activities, progress, and status of

the geotechnical portion of the Seabed Disposal Program made

during the fourth year of our participation in ,the project.

A semi-annual progress report covering the period January

through June, 1977 was submitted in August, 1977. In addi-

i tion a report was presented at the November, 1977, workshop

in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Activities during the 1977 calendar year have centered

around the following:

a)  Geotechnical Properties of Deep Sea Clays: This in-

cludes analyses of core samples as ·part of the sediment

characterization studies, stress-strain properties, and com-

pressibility.

b)  Experimental Water Migration Studies: These include

detailed permeability measurements of core samples and com-
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paritive studies of several types of deep sea sediments.

c)  Laboratory Hole Closure Experiments: This is a con-

tinuation of previous laboratory studies.

d)  In-Situ Heat Transfer Experiments (ISHTE):  This is

a joint effort with personnel at Sandia Laboratories and the

University of Washington.

Other activities include preparations for a research

cruise in June, 1978 to a new study site on the North Bermu-

da Rise, and participation in a workshop concerned with de-

velopment of a long coring facility.

2.  PROGRAM OPERATIONS

2.1  Meetings and Trips

The Principal Investigator participated in numerous

meetings at several locations throughout the country on var-

ious aspects of the research program. Only a few of the more

extensive and typical meetings are listed below.

a)  In-Situ Heat Transfer Experiment (ISHTE): Meetings

were held at the University of Washington (APL), Sandia Lab-

oratories and at University of Rhode Island.                     o

b)  Annual meeting of Seabed Program in Las Vegas, Ne-

vada.

c)  Long Coring Facility: Two-day engineering workshop

at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

d) Other: Several meetings at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution and Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory.  Meet-

3 ''
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ings at Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme,

California and New Orleans, Louisiana.

2.2 Presentations

The Principal Investigator made three presentations on

various aspects of the research. One was part of a lecture

series by the Center for Ocean Management Studies (COMS) at

URI.' Approximately eighty people attended this illustrated

talk on the Seabed Program. A presentation on the geotech-

nical aspects of the program was made at Naval Civil Engi-

neering Laboratories in Port Hueneme, California..

2.3 Personnel

The following personnel are presently engaged in the

seabed disposal project and are involved at the indicated

levels. Most of these people contributed to the report on

their areas of research.

Armand J. Silva (Ph.D.) - Principal Investigator

D.I. Calnan (BA) Research Associate - Coordinating research

effort in laboratory as well as field work.

Professor V.R. Nacci Recently started to assist on direc-

tion of laboratory Hole Closure experimentation.

Kenneth Baldwin (MS) University Fellow in Ocean Engineering,

(Ph.D.) - Working on Acoustic Properties of Deep Sea

Sediments - assisting in instrumentation on all projects

as well as adding shear and compressional wave velocity

measurements to the suite of sediment properties.

b
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Wilson Lamb (MS) Research Assodiate for Department of Ocean

Engineering - directing instrumentation of Hole Clo-

sure Experiment, designing acoustic tripping device for

LPC and general electronics needs.

James R. Hetherman (BS) Graduate Research Assistant (MS) -

conducting laboratory permeability measurements on deep

sea sediments.

Scott R. Bamford (BS) Graduate Research Assistant (MS) -

conducting laboratory Hole Closure Studies.

Roger H. Morin (MS) Graduate Research Assistant (Ph.D) -

Preliminary ISHTE work.
1

Stephen A. Akers (BS) Graduate Research Assistant (MS) -

Triaxial and Dynamic Shear Strength Studies.

Kathryn Moran (BS) Graduate Research Assistant (MS) - As-

sisting on Hole Clesure and Shear Strength Studies.

2.4  Facilities

a)  Laboratory facilities - The physical research fa-

cilities are located in three areas with the following

groupings of activities:  Hole Closure/ISHTE, Stress-Strain/

Shear Strength, and Water Migration/Consolidation. The Hole

Closure/ISHTE laboratory is located in the Bliss Annex of

Civil Engineering at the Kingston Campus with the following

facilities:  electric winches, a high pressure (4500 psi)

vessel; x-ray and gamma ray equipment, sediment preparation

and other associated equipment. The shear strength labora-

tory is situated in the C.E./Geotechnical laboratory. The

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               „
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water migration/consolidation laboratory and other project-

related work (such as core processing) are located at the

Narragansett Bay Campus in the recently-completed Ocean En-

gineering Laboratory. High pressure consolidation/permeabil-

ity studies are conducted at this laboratory along with all

of the basic sediment properties analyses and cruise-related

preparations.

b)  Gravity coring - A new version of the Large Diameter

Gravity  Core    (LGC) has been successfully field tested  and

will be used during our upcoming research cruise to the North

Bermuda Rise. This thin-walled coring apparatus has been

effective in obtaining high quality undisturbed samples of

the upper 2-3 meters of the sediment column. Plans are un-

derway to fabricate a special launching system for the LGC.

c)  Acoustic measurement of core samples - A system is

presently being assembled that will yield a full suite of
it

acoustic properties on split cores.  The system is designed

to measure compressional and shear wave velocity and attenua-

tion in two mutually perpendicular directions in the split

core, axially along the core and across the core. These core

measurements, coupled with normal incidence   (3.5 kHz and/or

12  kHz)   or  Deep  Tow   (4· kHz) records, geotechnical properties

and geological data, will provide' more insight for interpre-

tation of acoustic records. This development has been funded

as part of another project but the system will be utilized

on the June, 1978 cruise.

1

m
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3.  PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS

The following publications and reports are related to

the program. Excerpts from some of these are included in

the Appendix.

1. "Physical Properties   in  Deep Sea Clays"   in   "High-

Level Nuclear Wastes  in the Seabed?", Armand J. Silva,

Oceanus, Vol 20, No. 1, Winter, 1977.

2.  "Consolidation and Permeability Characteristics of

Deep Sea Sediments: North Central Pacific Ocean" by Charles

R. Nickerson; 1978 Master's thesis.

3.  "A Giant Ship for a Giant Corer", Armand J. Silva,

Maritimes, Vol. 21, No. 4. November, 1977.

4.  "Geotechnical and Normal Incidence Reflection Char-
t

acteristics of Rockall Trough Sediments" A.J. Silva, K..Baldwin,

W. Dow, & C.D. Hollister, EOS, Vol 58, No. 12, December, 1977.

5.  'Report of the Engineering Workshop on Deep Sea Cor-

ing, by Armand J. Silva and Alan Driscoll," November, 1977.

Two volume report. Held at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-

tion.

4.  GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES

The relation of the geotechnical research on fine-

4.1 Introduction

grained deep-sea sediments to the seabed dispos'al program

has been outlined in previous reports (see Annual Report No.

1. 3). The main thrust of this program has been in the follow-

s ing areas:
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a)  Permeability/Compressibility Characteristics -

Studies of MPG-1 and MPG-2 are in various stages of

progress. An assessment of consolidation and permeability

characteristics of MPG-2 has been completed and detailed,

special problem studies are under way for samples from MPG-1.

(Sec. 4.2, 4.3)

b)  Stress-Strain Behavior -

Samples from MPG-1 and the Hole Closure Experiment have

been tested to assess stress-strain parameters of deep-ocean

sediments subject to both static and dynamic loadings (Sec.

4.5, 4.6)

c)  Physical Properties -

Work is continuing on determination of geotechnical

properties such as water content, density, grain size dis-

tribution, Atterberg limits and acoustic characteristics.

4.2  Geotechnical Properties: MPG-1

Preliminary studies have already demonstrated some de-

gree of lateral coherance in index properties for 2 piston

cores taken in MPG-1 (see 3rd Annual Report, March 1977).

One core was a standard piston core of about 10 meters taken

aboard the R/V Vema in July 1975 (V32-11-PC115) at location

30036.5'N; 158'53.3'W. One large piston core (LL-44-GPC-3)

, of 24.38 m length was recovered from the C/S Long Lines in

October, 1976, at 30019.9'N; 157049.4'W, approximately, 65 miles

from V32-11-PC115. Figure 4.1 is a summary of lithology,

water content, shear strength and acoustic properties of

LL44-GPC-3.
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Five consolidation tests have been completed to date

and are summarized in Table 4.1.  One sample is from V32-11-

PC115 at 7.4 m and the four others range in depth from 12.8

to 19.1 m in GPC 3 of LL44.  From the preliminary plots of

void ratio, e, versus the logarithm of the effective

s t r e s s,   log  av' the maximum effective preconsolidation

stress,ac' can be determined (Figures  4.2,  4.3,  4.4,  4.5,  4.6).

The samples from MPG-1 all exhibit a normally consolidated

condition.  That is, the present in-situ overburden stress,

as calculated from specific gravity and water content data,

is equal, within the limits on accuracy due to sampling,

handling and storage, to the maximum preconsolidation stress.

T h i s   indicates   that   t h e   area  h a s not undergone   a n y

dramatic changes in topography due to removal of overburden

and that there is essentially no water migration .due to com-

paction. This information coupled with sedimentation rates

established by others yields a picture of a stable stress

environment over the past tens of million years. However,

it should be noted that only the deeper layers are repre-

sented in these analyses and a detailed assessment of the

stress history of surficial sediments in MPG-1 is not pos-

sible since high quality undisturbed samples are not avail-

able for the upper 2 meters.  We have a need for undisturbed

samples of the surficial materials so that the stress his-

tory of the entire sediment column (to the depths sampled)

can be reconstructed. Based on previous work in MPG-2 and

11 w
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Table 4.1

MPG-1 Consolidation Test Results

Sample Initial Initial Lab Field Disturbance Max. Eff Over
Designation Void Water Comp. Corr Index

-

Preconsol. Consolidation
Ratio Content Index Comp.        I Stress -Ratio

De           w          C       Index                         -             3 /3
Core No.        0           0          c                                   ac

(g/cm2) c o
& Sample Depth cfC

V32-5-PC115
738-741 cm 5.14 183 2.02 2.53 .23 420 1.1

LL44-GPC 3

1283-1292 cm 6.24 222 2.67 3.06 .23 630 1.2

1565-1569 cm 6.58 235 3.28 3.51 .22 700 1.3

1838-1843 cm 5.72 200 2.58 2.94 .22 720 1.2

1910 cm 6.45 232 4.20 5.56 .34 970 NA

NA - This sample is horizontally orientated therefore the overconsolidation ratio
is not applicable.

p
0
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other ocean sediments we expect that the upper few meters

will show an "apparent" overconsolidation situation due to
*4

high interparticle bonding of these surficial materials

(Silva, et al 1976; Silva and Clukey, 1975).

Plots of the coefficient of permeability, k, versus

void ratio, e, are shown in Figures 4.7 through 4.11. The

permeabilities shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 are calcu-

lated from time-compression data (Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4).

Figures 4.10 and 4-11 are revised editions of data previ-

ously presented (see 3rd Annual Report) and incorporate

both direct measurement And calculated values (Tables.4.5

and 4.6). The linear relationship Of e and 109 k in all

cases is apparent. This linear relationship is especially

important in extrapolations to high void ratios which are

difficult to test due to the highly sensitive nature of such

an open structure. The measured permeability ranges from

3 x 10-7 cm/sec at a void ratio of 5 to a value of 1 x 10-8

for a void ratio of 3. The calculated k's range from

7 x 10-8 to 6 x 10-  over the same span of void ratios.

This shift to lower values of k from time-compression data
\ t

seems to be a consistent phenomenon and should be accounted

for in any assessment of these sediments. Clukey (1976) and

Nickerson (1978) have also noted this discrepency which

points to the need for a more detailed analysis of this pro-

blem.  ·Until an empirical relationship to account for this

           departure from classical consolidation theory is established,i
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Table 4.2

Time-Compression Data
VEMA-32-11 PC 115 738-741.5 cm

C.                        C
-                               -                                                                                vi                                        Kl                                  v2                                        K2    -7a        G -3 -7 -3
V2 Ave         e         x 10

3
10 x 10 x 10

2                           2                                     2
(g/cm ) (g/cm ) Final (cm /sec) (cm /sec) (cm /sec) (cm2./sec)

190 160 4.97 2.55 4.45 2.19 3.83

290 240 4.87 0.86 1.71 1.70 3.38

430 360 4.73 1.64
4
2.95 2.17 3.90

650 540 4.·34 0.69 1.02 1.47 2.18

970 810 3.94 0.27 0.86 0.35 1.10

1500 1235 3.50 0.27 0.67 0.31 · 0.76

2200 1850 3.13 0.34 0.24 0.61 0.44

3300 2750 2.77 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.28

4900 4100 2.41 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.16

a  - Effective vertical stress
V

c    - Average effective vertical stress during loading incrementvave

Cvl - Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compression
versus logarithm of time plot

'         C  - Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compressionv2
versus square-root of time plot

K  K2 - Coefficient of permeability as determined from C and C1' vl v2respectively
N
N
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Table 4.3

Time-Compression Data
LL44-GPC 3: 1288-1292 cm

C                           C· -            K2-7-         -                       vl -3 Kl -7         via        0                                                   -3
v2        vavS        e         x

10 x 10 x 10 X 10
2                                     2

(g/cm ) (g/cm ) Final (cm /sec) (cm/sec) (cm /sec) (cm/sec)

190 160 6.11 1.99 2.90 3.54 5.2

290 240 6.00 1.61 1.70 2.86 3.0

430 360 5.87 1.48 2.20 1.69 2.45

650 540 5.67 1.46 2.02 2.07 2.88

970 810 5.38 1.04 1.41 1.45 .1.96

1500 1235 4.88 0.98 1.39 0.91 1.30

2200 1850 4.40 0.49 0.74 0.86 1.29

3300 2750 3.90 0.29 0.36 0.49 0.62

4900 4100 3.39 0.53 0.20 0.59 0.22

7400 6150 2.94 0.16 0.09 0.27 0.12

a    Effective vertical stress
V -

c       Average effective vertical stress during loading incrementvave
Cvl   Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compression

versus logarithm of time plot
C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compressionv2

versus square-root of time plot
K ,K- Coefficient of permeability as determined from C and C
1 2 Vl v2

respectively                                                          NW



Table 4.4

Time-Compression Data
LL44-GPC 3: 1565-1569 cm

C
C            K            v 2v                            -33          3 -3

1
-7 K2 -7

v 2 vav3        e         x
10 x 10 x 10 x 10

2

(g/cm ) (g/cm ) Final (cm2/sec) (cm/sec) (cm /sec) (cm/sec)

190 160 6.47 1.34 1.54 12.9 14.8

290 240 6.38 1.38 1.73 6.03 7.56

430 360 6.26 1.60 2.00 9.40 12.9

650 540 6.08 1.94 2.43 3.04 3.80

970 810 5.80 1.55 1.79 1.93 2.23

1500 1235 5.26 5.06 6.14 1.46 1.74

2200 1850 4.69 0.64 0.98 0.73 1.11

3300 2750 4.08 0.45 0.60 0.42 0.57

4900 4100 3.54 0.73 0.29 1.15 0.45

7400 6150 2.99 0.23 0.13 0.30 0.17

c    Effective vertical stress
-    V
avave Average effective vertical stress during loading increment
C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compressionV1

versus logarithm of time plot
C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compressionv2

versus square-root of time plot

Kl,K2 Coefficient of permeability as determined from Cvl and Cv2              N
respectively                                                                                                                 4
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Table 4.5

Time-Compression Data
LL44-GPC 3: 1838-1844 cm

K direct
C                                C

-

V2-3 K2 -7
meas.vl -3 Kl -7                                        -7

v 2 vavs        e         x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10
2                                        2

(g/cm ) (g/cm ) Final (cm /sec) ( cm  / sec) (cm /sec) (cm / sec) ( cm  /  sec)

259. 216 5.47 15.98 19.60 5.2

389 324 5.42 11.46 57.13 4.8
.+

584 487 5.37 35.96 8.67

875 730 5.12 6.78 9.82 2.7

1261 1068 4.83 0.22 6.86 3.57

1981 1621 4.18 1.64 0.15 2.64 1.63 0.98

2953 2467 3.80 1.11 0.15 1.24 1.00 0.36

4323 3638 3.28 0.12 0.28 0.77 0.39 0.16

6094 5209 2.93 0.25 0.06 0.34 0.28 0.07

a    Effective vertical stress
V

a       Average effective vertical stress during loading increment
vave
C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compression versusV1

logarithm of time plot
C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compression versusv2

square-root of time plot

Kl'K2 Coefficient of. permeability as determined from. Cvl and C . respectivelyVZ
K tvdirect measure Coefficient of permeability as determined from direct measurements               w



Table 4.6

Time-Compression Data
LL44-GPC 3: 1910 cm (Horizontal)

K direct
C             Kl           C              K2             meas.V2vl-3 -7             3 -7 -1

v          vavs        e         x 10 x 10 x 10- x 10 x 10
2                                            2                                      2

(g/cm ) (g/cm ) Final (cm /sec) ( cm / sec) (cm/sec) ( cm / sec) ( cm /  sec)

390 325 6.02 2.21

584 487 5.86 4.49 5.36

875 730 5.54 4.03 4.54 1.35

2101 1488 3.88 0.347

2942 2522 2.87 0.59 0.82 0.178

4413 3678 2.19 0.51 0.58 0.089

6303 5358 1.95 0.052 0.050 0.13 0.12 0.044

a    Effective vertical stress
V

c       Average effective. vertical stress during loading incrementvave
C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compression versusV1

logarithm of time plot

C     Coefficient of consolidation as derived from compression versusv2
square-root of time plot.

Kl,K2 Coefficient of permeability as determined from Cvl and C - respectivelyVZ
K direct measure Coefficient of permeability as determined from direct measurements

N
m
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direct measurement of k appears to be necessary.

4.3 Geotechnical Properties: MPG-2

The consolidation/permeability characteristics of MPG-2

surficial sediments is the subject of a Master of Science

thesis by C.R. Nickerson, 1978. The samples were taken from

Kasten  Core   67   on  Leg   3 of YALOC-74 aboard  the R/V Yaquina.

The sediment studied is classified as a normally consolida-

ted soft light brown inorganic clay of high plasticity and

normal activity.  The average specific gravity (corrected for

salts) is 2.75.

As can be seen in Table 4.7, a high degree of apparent

overconsolidation is evident in the upper part of the core

(15-18 cm). This is attributed to the strength of interpar-

ticle bonds and aging effects.  At 3 meter depth the sedi-

ment approaches a normally consolidated condition. Void ra-

tios are in line with previous findings and agree closely

with estimations of void ratio based 6n specific gravity

and water content data.  The disturbance indices (Ib) of
0.20 to 0.29 indicate some small disturbance but the samples

appear representative of in-situ conditions.

Permeability tests were performed on six of the ten

consolidation samples from YALOC-74-K-67. The values Of

permeability were calculated from'direct measurements as

well as time compression data (Fig. 4.13 to 4.18). A. com-

parison of calculated versus measured coefficient of permea-

bility, k, was made and a difference in trends observed.



Table 4.7

Consolidation Test Results, MPG-2

YALOC-74  Leg 3  Kasten Core 67                                                   _
Field

Depth Back Initial Initial Initial Lab. Corr. Reloading Distur- Max. Eff. Over-
' in Pressure Void Water Degree Comp. Comp. Comp. bance Preconsol. Consol.

core Ratio, Content Saturation Index Index, Index Index Stress ·Ratio,

eo      wo         i         c       cf        e                   cS         C       C         C         ID         6         3c/co
2

(cm) (psi) Kg/cm

15-18       0 2.861 101 98.2 0.74 0.81 0.05 0.27 0.152 17.7
15-18 100 2.861     96 94.7 0.54 0.57 0.05 0.22 0.090 10.5
15-18 350 2.861     96 99.2 0.39 0.51 0.05 0.20 0.069 8.0

300-304      0       2.685     94 100.0 0.81 0.85 0.13 0.20 0.280 1.8
300-304 50 2.685     98 100.0 0.72 0.75 0.08 0.20 0.230 1.5

300-304 100 2.685 96 100.0 0.69 0.75 0.09 0.22 0.235 1.5
300-304 200 2.685     93 99.4 0.68 0.74 0.08 0.29 0.188 1.2

Artificially Sedimented Samples

AS-1* · 100 3.839 133 97.8 1.06 1.14 0.05 0.17 0.080
AS-2* 200 6.062 276 100.0 ----     ---- ---- ---- 0.015
AS-3* 400 5.094 204 100.0 2.24 2.22 0.09 0.19 0.027

*AS.= Artificially Sedimented.
N
CO
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The field samples, at 300-304 cm, show fairly consistent

correlation between direct measurement and values calculated

from the square root of time method. Values for k derived

from.logarithm of time data are much lower than either of

the other two sets. „For the artificially sedimented samples,

the two values calculated from time data were close but much

lower than the direct measurement values. These direct mea-

surement results indicate a fairly linear behavior for per-

meability with respect to void ratio.

It would not be feasible to include all of the results

contained in Nickerson's thesis in this report and the in-

terested reader is encouraged to consult the original manu-

script for additional details. Some excerpts from the the-

sis are included in the Appendix of this report.

4.4  Comparative Sediment Studies

T h e  installation  of the walk-in refrigerator will

allow continuation of comparative sediment studies using ar-

tificially sedimented samples. Tests on undisturbed illites

and smectites will be compared with artificially prepared

illites, smectites, radiolarian oozes, and calcareous oozes.

Undisturbed samples of radiolarian and calcareous oozes will b..e

obtained on the cruise of the R/V Knorr in April 1978. These

will allow for a comparison of artificial and undisturbed

samples and provide more meaningful comparative studies.

Permeability results of the first series of comparative

studies are shown in Figure 4.19  The results for illite
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and smectite are for undisturbed samples from GPC-3/LL44

whereas the tests on the oozes are for artificially sedimen-

ted samples. Therefore it is not possible to draw definite

conclusions from these results. However, tentatively it is

noted that the oozes are much more permeable for most ranges

of void ratio than either the illite or smectite. In addi-

tion it seems clear that illite is more permeable than smec-

tite. However it should be emphasized that the natural (in-

situ) void ratio of the smectite in MPG-1 is considerably

higher than for the illite and therefore comparisons at the

same void ratio are not meaningful for application to the na-

tural sediment column. For example the average void ratio

of the upper five meters (illite) is approximately 3 and

Figure 4.19 shows a permeability coefficient, k, of about

1.5 x 10-7 cm/sec for this region.  The void ratio at 15 me-

ters (smectite) is approximately 6 with a k of about

2.4 x 10-7 cm/sec.  (Table 4.6)  Therefore the in-situ per-

meabilities of the illites and smectites are approximately

the same.

4.5  Stress-Strain Properties

The triaxial testing facilities were essentially com-

I pleted in 1977 with the construction of three pressure sys-

tems and the purchase of a Wykeham-Farrance triaxial loading

press. Computer and plotter routines have also been comple-

ted to process and analyze the test data. The testing pro-

gram was divided into two phases, the first involving test-

L-          -
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ing of samples taken from the Hole Closure Consolidation

tanks, and the second phase consisting of tests on six un-

disturbed samples obtained during the VEMA-32 cruise of July

1975 (MPG-1 site). The test data from these samples have

been analyzed for the conventional shear strength properties.

The included tables present values for each sample and values ,

of friction angle and cohesion intercept for each set of

samples. (Tables 4.8, 4.9, 4.10)
.

The angle of internal friction, 0, for V-32, PC115: 206

to 242 (Fig. 4.20-4.23) samples is low in comparison to other

marine samples.  (2 = 22.9') The good quality of the stress-
I

strain curves and stress path plots would indicate that dis-

turbance was not a factor in the low friction ahgle.  The A

factor (pore pressure parameter) for these samples of approxi-

mately 1.0 indicate that the sample was consolidated to an ef-

fective stress greater than the past overburden stress which

puts the stress paths in the normally consolidated range. The

samples V-32, PC115, 483-533 cm have an internal friction angle

of.28.3' which is a more reasonable value for marine clays.

The curvature of the stress path and the A factor of 0.14 for

the sample 483-493 would indicate that the sample is overcon-

solidated. (Figure 4.24-4.27)

The Hole Closure samples also exhibit low angles of in-

ternal friction.  Further testing of the clay material in the

Hole Closure experiments is required to define the pr6perties

Ra        of
the sediment. (Fig. 4.28-4.35)

./0.
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Table 4.8

TRIAXIAL TEST URI/MGL                  1

SUMMARY SHEET
-                                          -

Sample I.D.                              a  2              0             c  2
kg/cm kg/cm

VEMA - 32
PC - 115

Series 1*
206 - 216
219 - 229 21.3 0.038 22.9 0.0410 0

232 - 242

Series 2**
483 - 493
499 - 509 25.3 0.045 28.3 0.0510 0

523 - 533

Hole Closure - I

Unit 1*

UlN5
UlN4 23.00 0.094 25.1 0.1040 -

UlN6

Unit 3*

U3N3
U3Nl 19.20 0.153 20.4 0.1630
U3NlA

*Least squares fit through failure points.

**Failure envelope for samples 499-503 and 523-533. only. Sample
483-493 assumed to be in the overconsolidated region of: the W
curve. W



Table 4.9 IKIAXiAL Ttai UkI/#

SUMMARY SHEET                                              I

Sample I.D. Consolidation Strain at Deviator      qf        Pf        A       Secant*Pressure Failure Stress                            f
kg/cm2            % kg/cm2 kg/cm2 kg/cm2 Modulus

kg/cm2

VEMA-32
PC-115

206-216 0.563 10.2 ** 0.386 0.193 0.409 0.90 27.8

219-229 1.126 10.2 ** 0.692 0.346 0.773 1.01 47.2

232-242 1.688 10.4 ** 0.996 0.498 1.192 1.00 65.4

VEMA-32
PC-115

483-493 0.141 9.6 0.334 0.167 0.261 0.14 15.8

499-509 0.844 10.9 **. 0.716 0.358 0.661 0.76 43.0

523-533 1.689 11.5 .1.272 0.636 1.248 0.85 69.8

A
0*Secant·Modulus determined.at 1% strain

** Stress-strain curves exhibited no peaks, indicated value is approximate failure
strain.



                    Table
4.10 TRIAXIAL TEST URI/MG

SUMMARY SHEET

Sample I.D. Consolidation Strain at Deviator      qf        Pf        A       Secant*Pressure Failure Stress                            f
kg/cm2            % kg/cm2 kg/cm2 kg/cm2 Modulus

kg/cm2

HC-I
Unit 1

UlN5 1.055· 7.4 0.754 0.377 0.725 0.71 54.6

UlN4 1.759 9.4 1.354 0.677 1.272 1.16 98.4

UlN6 2.802 8.7 1.806 0.903 1.954 1.75 134.4

HC-I
Unit 3

U3N3 0.863 6.7 0.796 0.398 0.743 0.65 56.8

U3Nl 1.691 9.6 1.210 0.605 1.230 0.88 95.2

U3NlA 2.789 8.8 1.700 0.850 2.025 0.95 122.6

A
*Secant Modulus determined at 1% strain                                                      H
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V-32 PC-115 206-216 CM

CONSOLLDATION PRESSURE =0.563 KG/CM*·*2
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V-32 PC-115
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V-32 PC-115 483--493 CM

CONSOLIDATION PRESSURE =0.141 KG/CM+42
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V-32 PC-115 439-509 CM
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Additionally, a preliminary assessment of the dynamic

properties of sediments has been initiated. Two undisturbed

samples; VEMA-32, PC-115 382-392 cm and 637-647 cm were sent

to Goldberg, Zoino, Dunnicliff Associates Inc. where resonant

column tests were performed. Values of shear modulus G, ver-

sus confining pressure p,  for the two samples are presented in

Table 4.11 and Figure 4.36. The values of shear modulus were an-

alyzed at a shear strain of 0.10%. As a comparison, values

of shear modulus were determined  for a kaolinite clay using

the data and equations developed by Humphries and Wahls (1968).

From the data, values of void ratio were extrapolated to the

confining pressures used to test the two VEMA samples.  Using

equation 1, the shear moduli were calculated and have been

plotted versus confining pressure.

- -2 -3Eqn. 1 G = 235.839 p - 2.3267 p  + 0.01091 p
- 11938.4 e + 17655.6

where G = Shear modulus in psi
p = Effective confining pressure, psi

e = Void ratio

The kaolinite clay exhibits larger values of shear modu-

lus at each confining pressure. This can be attributed to

the higher void ratios of the VEMA samples.

The following is a preliminary investigation into the

determination of bulk modulus of sediment samples. The two

methods presented have been considered and the latter chosen
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Table 4.11

SHEAR MODULUS

Sample Confining Shear
Pressure Modulus *

P                     G

kN/m2                   2kN/m

V-32 PC115 6.9 308.0
382-392 13.8 437.2

27.6 675.6
55.2 1242.0

V-32 PC115 6.9 248.4
637-647 13.8 308.0

27.6 536.5
55.2 943.9

Kaolinite 6.9 3332.0
** 13.8 7465.8

27.6 13085.2
55.2 21411.4

* at 0.1% Shear Strain
** Humphries & Wahls (1968)
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SHEAR MODULUS
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as the testing procedure to be used due to our capability for

incorporating this procedure into the testing program. With some

alterations to existing equipment, measurements of bulk modu-

lus could be made prior to testing, during consolidation, and

during shearing of a triaxial compression sample.

A.W. Bishop (1973) derived an expression for the pore

pressure ratio Au/Aa.

Au/AG =                1 Eqn. 1
1    +   n    (Cw*  -    Cs)/(C   -    Cs)

n = porosity

C = compressibility of soil skeleton

Cw = compressibility of water

CS = compressibility of mineral·solids

The compressibility of the water, Cw' can be determined

from tables. The compressibility of the mineral solids can be

determined using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging method (Hamil-

ton, 1971). Values of n, Au, and 80 can be measured or calcu-

lated. Solving Eqn. 1 for C, the compressibility of the soil

skeleton, the inverse of this value is the bulk modulus of

the soil skeleton, K. The system (total) undrained bulk modu-

lus may be determined by the expression:

K  =K K+Q
U S

KS+Q
from Gaussmann

K  (Ks - K) (1951)

n (Ks - Kw)
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Ks = bulk modulus of mineral phases = 1/Cs

K = bulk modulus of soil skeleton = 1/C

Kw = bulk modulus of water = 1/Cw

Ku = undrained bulk modulus

Thus if Au and AG can be measured and the bulk modulus of the

water, skeleton and mineral phases calculated, the undrained

bulk modulus may be determined.

The second method of determining the bulk modulus of a

sediment sample requires that shear-wave velocity and com-

pressional wave velocity be measured. Knowing these,two

values and the mass density of the sediment, the bulk modulus

can be calculated assuming the sediment to be an isotropic

homogeneous elastic medium (see Hamilton, 1971). The follow-

ing formulas are used to calculate the bulk modulus.

A + 2v 1/2
C  =
1

P

C =t
P

K=X+ 2/3u
or

K=
P ((12 - 4/3 Ct2)

Cl = compressional wave velocity

Ct = shear·wave velocity

p = mass density of sediment

u = shear modulus

1 = Lame's constant

K = bulk modulus
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5.  HOLE CLOSURE

The laboratory hole closure apparatus has been rede-

signed to measure stresses and displacements within the gedi-

ments during dynamic and quasi-static penetration of' a prol

jectile. Preparation of three different sediments from tha

Pacific and Atlantic oceans will include consolidation to

stress levels simulating in-situ water content conditions.

The quasi-static emplacement experiments will include con-'

stant strain (1.5 cm/sec) penetration with continuous re-

cording of the penetration resistance with an internal load

cell monitoring system.  The dynamic penetration experiments

will involve recording of the projectile's acceleration his-

tory (and consequently the penetration resistance) with an

accelerometer, hardwired to external signal conditioning and

recording equipment. Initial velocities will range from 20

to 30 m./sec. Pore pressure response of the sediment will

be monitored around the penetration path with transducers em-

placed in the sediment. The stress field will be monitored

with an array of acoustic hydrophones previously set at vary-

ing radial distances from the expected penetration path.

Sediment displacement will be monitored acoustically with a

transducer pulse-echo system mounted in the tank wall. The

results of hole closure experiments will be used as an ex-

perimental check on computer model simulations conducted at

Sandia Laboratories.
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6.  ISHTE PROGRAM

In conjunction with personnel from the University of

Washington/APL and Sandia Laboratories, work is proceeding

on two phases of the In-Situ Heat Transfer Experiment: (a)

preparation for high-pressure laboratory experiments to be

conducted at URI and Battelle/Columbus and (b) geotechnical

aspects of design for the in-situ experiment.

Tentative Test Program for ISHTE Lab Simulation (Figure 6.1)

1)  Implant heat source and monitoring instruments in

tank with homogenized, remolded sediment.

2)  Transfer sediment tank to pressure vessel.

3)  Fill with water and pressurize to maximum rated

pressure (approx. 3500 psi).

4)  Calibrate and adjust instruments to initial conditions.

5)  Activate heat source and recirculation pump.  Pump'

will discourage temperature stratification of sur-

rounding water.

6)  Proceed with monitoring and recording of test para-

meters.

After completion of testing within the vessel, the sedi-

ment sample will undergo a full range of geotechnical measure-

ments.

This analysis will include:

- water content/density

- shear strength

1
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- Conductivity

- Permeability/Consolidation

Instrumentation:

Primary - Thermocouples or thermistors (Approx. 12)

to monitor temperature field.

Secondary - Pressure transducers (Approx. 6) to mea-

sure sediment pore pressures.

Tertiary - (Tentative) - Velocimeters (Approx. 3) to

measure consolidation rate.

7.  OTHER

Extensive effort has gone into preparations for an up-

coming research cruise in the North Bermuda Rise Area (MPG-3)

in June, 1978. Large-diameter gravity and piston cores are

a major part of this cruise and a considerable modification

to the R/V Endeavor's equipment has been required.  The deep-

sea winch has been converted to carry 5/8" wire and a jack-

ing system added to assist on pullout. A core handling and

extrusion system has also been developed.

L=_
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8.  SUMMARY

Consolidation·tests indicate that the sediment columh

in MPG-1 and MPG-2 regions is normally consolidated within

the depths sampled. There are no hiatus' that can be dis-

cerned in the stress-history data, the over-consolidation

ratio appears to be approximately unity except for surficial

sediment in MPG-2. The phenomenon of apparent overconsoli-

dation in the upper few meters has been observed in a wide

variety of deep sea sediments and is attributed to high in-

terparticle bonding stresses which overshadow the overburden

stresses. The water content/density profile shows a drama-

tic increase in porosity (decrease in density) beginning at

about six meters in MPG-1 (from an average water content of

110% for the upper six meters to a value of 230% at 11 meters).

This is due to a minerology change from illite in surficial

sediments to smectite, which is finer grained and much more

active with respect to cation exchange capacity, in deeper

layers. Permeability of smectites at in-situ porosities are

estimated to be of the order of 3 x 10-7 cm/sec.  Illites are

estimated from MPG-2 data to have a higher permeability, 1 to

3 x 10-6 cm/sec.  Stress-strain tests show an effective angle

of internal friction to range from 23'-28' for the upper five
2meters with an effective cohesion intercept of 41 - 51 g/cm .

A triaxial test program is underway to determine shear strength

in the smectites and consolidation properties in the upper

layers of MPG-1 are underway. The hole closure apparatus has
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been redesigned to measure stresses and displacements within

the sediment during penetration. Preparation of various sedi-

ment types will include consolidation to in-situ conditions.

The results of these experiments will be used as an experi-

mental check on computer modeling efforts.

Initial work is commencing on an In-Situ Heat Transfer

Experiment (ISHTE). The purpose of ISHTE is to assess the

time effects on the sediment of a hot buried container.

.
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Physical Processes in

Deep-Sea Clay
by Armcnid j. Sh

The fine-grained sediments that blanket portions of The Heat
the ocean basins possess several characteristics that The heat generated by a freshly filled
are favorable for the disposal ofhigh-level 3 metercanister is approximately I to 10 kilowatts,radioactive wastes:  1) the sorplion properties of the or roughly equivalent to that produced by  10 to 100
clays tend to inhibit the movement of dissolved

reading lights. However, the canisters can be stored
radionuclides Gee page 28); 2) the rate of water temporarily. allowing them to cool before
migration through the sediments is very slow emplacement.compared to other geologic formations,  3) the
strength ofclays is generally very low- facilitating The Emplarement Technology

the emplacement of canisters; and 4) since the It is assumed that if a suitable barrier exists,
sediments are in a plastic state, they do not fracture present technology can be adapted for efficient

A D if disturbed and tend to "heal" if disrupted. The delivery of waste canisters to depths of tens of
primary force for water migration comes from the meters into the sediments or, if necessary, into
heat generated by the waste container. Therefore, it underlying rock formations.
is important to understand the physical interactions
between the canister and surrounding sediment so ***
that the long-term dispersal of waste materials can
be predicted. There are several challenging problems

associated with the use of deep-sea clays as a
Assumptions- Problems repository for high-level waste or as an added barrier
Our studies to date have been based on cenain if the canisters are placed in underlying rock

A  assumptions regarding the form of the waste (see formations.
page 26), and the state of technology of delivery The Radioactivity Problem
systems. These include:

The sediment cover must: 1) provide
The Waste Form enough mass between the canister and the water

Radioactive material will be converted into column to ensure thal living organisms will not be
a solid glass of relatively low leachability contaminated by radioactivity, and, 2) ensure that

the migration through the medium will be low

4 .: Present pians call for use of a reaching the sea floor.

The Canister enough to allow dissipation of radioactivity be fore

cor·rosion-resistant metal. Initial studies presume a The Heat Problem
cylindrical shape approximately 30 centimeters in

iA.--4... ...  '

76.. diameter (1  fooO by 3 meters long ( 10 feet). It is The heat generated by waste a year after
assumed that the canister will develop cracks or removal from a reactor is high (approximately 8
leaks after a few hundred years. kilowaus per ton of liewvy metal processed) but

decays to approximate'.1 0.5 kilowatts per ton after- TheRadioactiv. 30 years. However, even if the waste is allowed to
· · I. W.jin4

1.1--;11. =R=EES (*TAKIE ).TEi#1#TFib4 31
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i the sediment fabric that tend to inhibit the natural
conduction, or will convection (circulation) play an profiles of water contents at the two Pacific sites are
important role (convection could take place either by illustrated in Figures  I  and 2.  Both or these profiles

 
compaction process. A typical scanning electron I„movement of only the pore water of the sdinients or      show an upper zone (5 meters thick in Figure  1  und 2 Inicrography of an undisturbed illitic clay is shown
in Figure 3. The finctiess of the deeper clays can beby flilidization of the entire sediment/port water meters thick in Figure 2) ofconstant water content
visualized by realizing that the particles in six grams

system): and 2) will the change in temperature alter (and constant density) and gradual increases to very '4,of Emectite (a penny weighs three grams) have a
ti.

the chemical characteristics of the sediment. cause high water contents ofapproximakly 240 percent combined surface area equal to that of a football
significant pressure gradients to be set up. or near the bottom oreach core. These unusual
otherwise modify the disposal environment? increases - a decrease in water content and increase field.

Until recently the longest core taken in the
in density with depth due to overburden stresses is

Pacific study areas was about IO meters. In order toThe Water Migration Problem more common- are due to a change of mineralogy extend our knowledge to greater sediment deptlis, a
Clay sediments in the deep sea are saturated research cruise was undertaken on the C/S Long 4.. I

from illite-rich clay in the surficial layers to
smectite-rich clay at greater depths.* The constancywith seawater and typically have high porosities Lines. a cable-laying ship. in October. 1976. During

(usually, more than 50 percent of the total volume is of water content within the upper illitic clays is
this expedition. a large dianzter, 7.5 ton corer

attributed to high interpankle bonding forces withinwaterl.  However. the resistance to water flowing
through the clays is very high (or. alternatively. the
permeability is very low). The rate of water WATER CONTENT WATER CONTENT

PERCENT DRY WEIGHT . . -
PERCENT DRY WEIGHT

migration is controlled primarily by two factors: (CORRECTED FOR 35 PPT SALT CONTENT) (CORRECTED FOR 35 PPT SALT CONTENTI

I I the permeability of the sediment. which is                                    0              BO              160 240 320 400        ,             0
0        80        160 240 320 ..0

essentially a constant for a given clay. and: 2) the                                                                                                                :0· · · ' '

pressure gradient (the velocity of water is directly                      00                                                                                                                            E
proportional to the gradient). This pressure gradient                                    .;                                                                                                                 C

160                                                                                                *can arise from physical (stresses). thermal. and 160

chemical factors. Existing natural gradients ducto                                '1..                                                             240         Z»                                                            .                      ,   :   .L -.      *3240

;;Z:rresenets   s::%7:1 1%%,222.Z'tz
-,1,-& ..

verysmall. Ofgreaterconcern are gradients                   s                                 ' •                                                       2
produced by a concentrated heat

source. such as a             9   40°                                      CT                                                                       ** "                                                   ,/                         r        9     -

r
r... I -

waste canister. Such thermal gradients may well
g   •80                                            L.                                                                 -produce an

upward flow of porewateraway from             -                                                                                                                             i    560                         1                                                                              a
:6 :    .'.'32:8.4U  480

.-

the waste canister that tends to carry radionuclides ,    5 Micions
toward the sea floor.                                                              8                                          F- - g  640

I ..0                                                                                 17,

1 1

D                   .=4-                             ilThe Penetration Problem
: n"  i tv .C-I

w 720 Figure 3.  Typiall scanning dectron microsrarhof the internal

Ifthecanisteris to bepushedintothe                                                                        6.                                                      soo -t- ofjtal particles with large  mid, thut are fIlled . ith sea M·.ler irl
"fabric'  of an illitirclay .rhowing open "wrd hou„"  stnuctwre

sediment. the driving energy must be sufficient to             z: 800 11>                            I.. r the natural condition. The flecirochemical stufac,
overcome the strength of the clays. Any : 880  /         M                : chirac·teristics of the partidi prodwi a Met anrartion to wiler

emplacement plan entails disruption of the sediment.        S                                                                        < 960
molecliles thils decreasing the mobility  of th, porf fluid and

which will affect its physical properties. In addition, 960 p,
willing in a matrix of low permeabilin.

any cavities created by emplacement procedures ' 10.0
1040

Swl/BOARD KIEA:IREMENT  -
i

1,20
must be adequately sealed to prevent rapid migration
of wastes back up into the ocean. 1120

1200
Geotechnical Properties or Sediments 1200 24 meter depth.  Although this is not

an extremely

                    information on
the physical properties of sediments 1280

1280 high strength, it does indicate that penetrations

greater than 25 meters in this area would require

provides part  of the data base necessary for Figure  l .  Water content pr, file in core t„ken 600 miles nonh 4                ,            Fig':re 2.   Water contenl profile in a me taken 800 miles

:  . 1                                long-term prediction of the behavior of

potential Hmroii al 31'-05.0'N.  15:r-31.0'W (sitidy 3;:e MPG-1 I. Note + northea.31 <,f Han·aii at  33*.8.7'N.  131*-15.8'W. Thi water larger driving forces or other means of overcoming

repository sites. A combination or spot sampling by almost ion,slant water rontent (Ind density> in upper Jiw meters                              cement is n.ady conwnt in the urpfr  I  .6 meter, anti inereas,s the sediment strength, such as drilling. jetting. or
dramatidly to orer 240 pen·ent in the lower zones where the vibratory coring. Except for occasional thin ( I  to 5

coring or drilling and sub-bottom acoustic profiling of ittitic clay and tictwly increase of w„ter ronient caused by a
1:lay  hanxes from illite-rich 10 3,ni lite·rit h.

Iramition to smeclite-rit'h material. The smectite is muchmore centimeter) layers of altered volcanic ash and one
techniques are used in these studies. So far, we have                                                                                                          ijine Rioined thon 11* illite. (Giant Piston Corer) was used to obtain a 24.4 meter       layerimpregnated with ferromanganese hydroxides
looked at deep-sea clays generically without
becoming very specific about site investigations.

core in the Pacific study area (Figure 4). This core is at a  1 0 meter depth, the sediment at this core site

        

Two areas in the Pacific, about 600 miles             *mitt is o rnmmen r/ay minrral,•,1'th a platy Ulah.) struct,re undergoing extensive analysis and thererore only appears to consistof an upper 4 meter zone of brown

similar to thai of mial.  lun·ing modrrate potential forodsorbing preliminary data ate available at this time. A plot of illitic clay followed by a transition to dark
and 800 miles north of Hawaii. were sele ted for              ions. S.waiw r/esa,(·hanirteri:Was bringp/atyshoped  strength versus depth (Figure 5) shows that the shcar reddish-brown sniecti'frich clay that is quite
initial studies, but the methodology used is equally extremely jine grained. ren' pluMir. with  high potential for strength is over 300 grams per square centimeterat a         uniform to the bottomofthe core.
applicable to any potential disposal site. Typical sorbing innt. Bentonite or " trilling mud'  11 a smectite,

33  32
:



·,                                                                                      gradient is a measure or rate of press,ire loss when SHEAR STRENGTH
flow occurs) water will migrate through the KILOGRAMS PER SQUARE CENTIMETER
sediment at 10-8 to 10-' centinieters per second cir

2     approximately 3 to 30 centimeters a year. The actual                                                                                                                                                                       1
0 0, 02 03 04

0•
8,\

'  -       hydraulic gradient due tothernral effects will be

4.Ah. .
--1. much smaller than unity and, therefore, the rale or

4%/b ZL<*27. water migration will be much slower. It should be

  '                                                     ·      remembered that the effectiveness

orthe scdi,nentas        '                                                                                                                              LL 44 GPC-3
SHEAR STRENGTH VS DEPTH

a barrier is also dependent on olher properties, such LOCATION 30•199'N  157'494'¥,
10-76

as ion sorption (see page 28). kinematic dispersion.b  and molecular diffusion.                                                          '                                                                    '
5

 i-     Thermal Effects •-•   Mt *ATURE  VANE
O---O UNCOFEINED COMPRESSION

     Understanding the response ofsediments to the heat
9*       generated by a waste container is perhaps the most

-4 complex problem we face and one that is being
studied from several points of view.  Existing theory                                              r                                                          '   -

-                              is being used by W. P. Schimmel of Sal*lia                                                                                                                               '4,1
Laboratories. a government research complex in M '0

. New Mexico. to mathematically model and thereby                                                                              e,                  -      *
predict the tentperature and flow fields around a heat                                 z
source within the sedintent. In addition, we have                                             8begun laboratory and field experiments to test the

- theoretical predictions and gather more data. The                                            15

question of whether the canisters will be cooled by                                                                                                                      '
convection or conduction is Far from trivial because       15-

f,                                                                                                          the very low penneability of thesaturated claysand                                                                                                                     b

tile low interstitial water velocities involved
require                                                                                                                                            D     : 34 1

highly sophisticated measurements. ''  -=a. 1Studies to date indicate thal the

=.marte91:=:;22;21:yeat,ourceina                                                                         1                      ....   I;; 
conducting medium. Since the thermal conductivity % 20-
of the clays is quite low (bricks made or clay are                                                     E

2'                                                                                                                                               good insulators), fairly high temperatures will
build                                                                                                                          2;  =-

up near the canisters (over 200 degrees Centigrade) ...---Iji
Thus, substantial thermal gradients will ex ist around
each container (Figure 7). These temperature . --==.:
gradients will give rise to hydraulic gradients that in

                                                                                                                      turn
will cause water to migrate outward from tile                                                        25- Ii---Tu

Figwe 4.   Giant Piston Corer 1 13.000 pow™13 } being launched heat source (Figure 7). Because the temperature \L- FLOW-IN FROM 2445(ms -0 3265 cms

/
from fhe C/S Long Lines. No,0 rofating wright standpl*nn in         decreases and the now field expands, however. there,lical orientation and ha,kiling system trails.  brackets. etc.)

hydraulic gradient diminishes rapidly with distance

                                 installed en.ship fspiriall',kr this coring operntion. Only afm
large  ships can laurrh a,d  refriew the  larse  diameter (11.4 from the canister.
centinteters) corer  in  deepwater. Fortunately, the radioactive elements that

produce most of the heat have short half-lives, so,.
.

Al: that the waste will lose essentially all its thermal 30                       1                     I                     l                     l

1                              We have begun laboratory experiments to energy after a few hundred years. Thus, containment                                                                                     10                        20                       30                       40

determine the permeability characteristics of these of the radioacti ve elements by the glass waste and by

 
deep-sea clays. Typical results for a sample of illitic tile canister, combined with the fact that the KILOPASCALS

clay are shown in Figure 6. This graph shows that permeability of the clays is very low, should
the permeability decreases with decreasing void minimize any dispersion of radioactive elements due

space (void ratio is the volume of voids divided by to thermal effects during the first one to two Figure 3.   Shear strength profile m a core taken with the lar:, diameter pision aorer (Gion · Piston Corrr) 600 mile s n,irth 14
Hawaii.Sheer,trensil,3  ·f re mea,wred on kard ihip won afle r rerovery offore. The me    surements sh · an urre, 4-mw r zone

volume ofsolids). Most of the test results indicate centuries after burial.
with /ssenti,Illy /onst(im  strength /nd then a gradual in rease in,hear s:rength with depth, bat at a diminishing rate 4 in*·rease.

that for a hydraulic gradient of unity (hydraulic This information could he uwd to predict  the depth  4 penetration of emplacement de,ires

34
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COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY ( k x 10-7 cm/sec 1 Emplacen,ent Techniques
WINCH-EOUIPPEO SHIP DRK_LING SHP

06 1 10 60 {Cos T  fACTOR ' 11 ICOST FACTOF , "

280 Possible niethocls of placing canisters at the proper

26,                                          I Y                     tl:::1;A:;11;=:7',':: 2  from  - ..,_,1,_C „FL -t_ 1
7                               projectile falling through the water cdumn. The

bottoin-crawling apparatus to a streamlined 5:IED»*_._.*;"-fir#»45-3 4533)69/552£-3794 E  ---3 lek/MEr-m:  
240 1 VIto'

C_) . > ,./

220                                                                                        untethered. free-falling pcnetroineter approach                                                                    „ E                 ==uiz - DALLED 0" LED

appeals because it is siniple. but the full spectruln or PEp•ETROWETER

possible techniques will have to be studied
beft,re a                                                                        'c8" W

HOLE .1,0 Holl

0                                             /                                     total delivery system can
be designed. Ina sense. it | ,*ONT..              .m...M

5   200                                         '                                              is premature to enter into a detailed analysis and r
·.ST....

2                                                                                                                 design ofeniplacement lechniques befrire we know
0                                                                                                 whether the seahed disposal concept is feasible. On

-,'"-' .|.t ,--   ·· 1NCONSOLDATED SEDIMINT (CLAYL.'. ...4 ...5 -   . "...  .......1 :.. . iv'.., ... ,-,-,
50-500&1 - -,-   :...v-PROZ.Tu_-· i'.-9.·' '.·Z",·.  ·,-

9    180                                      /                                                            the other hand. procedures sliould at least be

I 60               /# considered in a preliminary fashion in order to assess :+6#I+ ' ili»  **»»»i. 1:0...I.LE.  i Met. their effects on the sedinientary barrier. In this «:381;Pis c:LII. 0 -5 19*8*.*. 3..e':.6>»  2. 223t-39  392,)ill  1%%2assessment. however, we are considering only                                                                                                                                        aplox :2

140                                                                                    technology that
is currently available (with some

CRIJSTAL ROCK (BASALT 1modifications and refinements). 7 2--c.':22 i
·20                          / The first three concepts that follow are

, oo
.Vi

shown in Figure 8. Cost comparisons also are r' PREir ENSTER ---0]- ---- - --In-------41(EZIX3-----  -10072001  --    {200340(1
included, but not discussed, although this probably

1 TOTAL TME PER  I
would not be the deciding factor in selecting an L-380-TER.1 __J-- --18- --  1331- -- -- -·-{23*·----- - - · 51151  -· --    -  2:3

PERMEABILITY TEST VOID RATIO vs LOG K emplacement technique. r- -RE[1TRE-0577--- · «>- (.43 - . -----(2*---- .---- 4#     p. -- -<12)
Figure 6.   Results of laboratory permmbility te,13 conductfd on Projectile Emplacement
on illiti< day. Void ratio i. the miumf of.oids dirided by ..lunte Figure R.   Enxinrerint i·oncept. ftir cn:1,14,t·/mr,lt /f ridioudire wist/wn;swri in tiw seah/,1.

The streamlined waste container would beof.did parti:les ina given .sediment  rpace. CHS.·ient  of
permeability is thi  velo iry Id water migration proditeed hy a unit dropped from a ship through the water column. A
hydroulir  gradient (.·honge in prer,tiri head di.·ided  hy  length of terminal velocity of more than 30 meters per second (approximately 70 miles per hour) would be reached       Drilling Project, a joint effc,rt hy several in:irina
drainage path). before the canister began to penetrate the soft research centers. This emplacement technique has

sedinients. Depending on the sediment strength the advantage that many canisters could be placed in
characteristics. we expect clial penetration could a single drilled hole, probably with a sealant

J-Sediment-Water Interface exceed 30 meters. The penetrating projectile would between canisters. Such drilling probably will be
rupture the sedimentary material. However. necessary if burial depths greater than abolit 50

- laboratory studies indicate that closure would occur meters are needed to provide an adequate barrier.
immediateiy behind the falling canister.

Other Concepts
-- Temperature Winch-Controlled Emplacement

- Additional procedures that are inlriguing

, r ... penetrate  into the sediment, using either its bury waste packages. If the required scdin ent e<,vcr

.. In this option. the waste canister would be but require more study invol ve the usc of remotely
attached  to the bottom o f a device designed to controlled or manned bottom-crawling eqt,ipn,ent to

\ //. monientum (similar to a piston corer), or some other does not exceed a few meters. it might even be
\ / Temperature Variation driving mechanism, such as vibration or jetting. The      possible toplace the wasteina continuously

». i.x:-1 14.11
in Surrounding Media waste container would be released before excavated trench (that cnuld then be backfillecl)

withdrawal of the emplacement device but only after      much in the same fashion as modern pipelaying
it had been determined that the proper depth of operations on land.
penetration had been attained. One advantage of th is
method is that the canister could be recovered in the liole Closure Problem

event of a malfunction.  l f necessary, it would be As previously mentioned. any emplacement
LFlow Pattern Created Distance from

by Temperature Field Heat  Source                                clay) that could be left to lili the cavity above the layer. In order to prevent -shortfircuiting- dthe
possible to provide a sealant (perhaps of the same procedure will necessarily disrupt the sed,mentary

I canister as the device is pulled out. barrier, it is essential thai the cavity created by the
Figure 7.   Temperature variation and flow jield caiaed  by a heat soince in a reintivety impervious but wtwrated porous media such Drilled Hole emplacing device be filled - either with the same

as clay. The bell,haped cune on the  righl  zidi  shm·3 th, rapid derrease in lemperallire on a horizontol plane heginningat the type ofsediment or with a suitable sealant. Thus. it
canimr wall. The lines on the liD rodiating out from the source illustrate the flow of water Renerated by the heat field in IIi The technology for deep-sea drilling Irmn a is important to know the behavior of the sediment
sediment surrounding the canister. (Adapted from W. P. Schimmel and C. Hickox) surface ship has been developed by the Deep-Sea during and subsequet to penetration.                          +

J
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by imniediale and kital closure of the hole (Figure These initial experinients suggest that
CM

-liic.

IO). in contrast, the static (slow) penetration tests closure of a completely penetrating prmectile would

were not followed hy immediate closure. Instead, be imiticdiate and total. hut clositre <,f a hole left

the walls of the cavity (Figurell) flowed gradually open by an eniplaccment rod would be gradual.                                                      -
inward with the softer (upper) sedinients closing at a 2-

#944 1114 1

faster rate tlian the stiffer inaterials at greater depth. Emplacement in Rock                                                                        -1\ It inay be pfissible, h(,wever, to inodi fy the static 4-
penetration/withdrawal device so as to force closure

 A        from deeper m shallowerdepths (perhaps by taking Disposal  in the decper lithificd sediments (greater                                                                   -

t                  .                        '                                                                                                                                                is also being considered. Owing to higher shear
than 500 meters, where niatcrial is no longer plastic)

I.        *li l

ks
advantage ornatural suction

pressures).                                                                                                                            
                                                                                   6 -

1 11            - - 111       -

  . 1%/ff#
74#m<.7                                                   '                      lead to

fast migration of fluids along cracks. The

strength and reduced plastic properties. these                                                         -

P                                                                                                               ,                seditnents are susceptible to fracturing that could 8-

2.r   -4    ..       ..1  , transition downward from soft to lithified deposits                :

1.   ,  4 62..;m  :tl ,-,"=
1             ;    may be gradual or abrupt, and sometinies alternaling 10 -

126* ..6#&14'  

layers of unlithified and lithified scdinients are                                                       _
found. Our knowledge of the variation of 12-

....C'.                4     ·Y :    4              :                  t.i,  V.-lve lithification at depths or more than 30 meters below
the sea floor comes mainly froni Deep-Sea Drilling                                                      -Figure 9.   Test frame forldborafory experimen13 to study hole

.· t..st.re bfha.·im of se.liment, *hen subjerted to d,namir and 1"...... 6,3, 4 Project lioles. 14-
st,itic (.1,»,·3 nind,•.s ofram:srer ,.p/arenie,ir.  84>,re pene,raim,                                                                                    ·                                                                                                                                              Disposal  within  the  igneals  oceanic
the homogentzed  rediment in thetank (5 I  centimeler ditimeter) is S  I. T. ,..6.42 basement beneath the sediments also has been
,·onsolidited to c predetermined 31ms 1/wl 1/ simulate natural P.'.1 '133: P considered but has not been pursued to the sanie                                                       16 -e.·rrburd/,1  /tirk jitinni.

; extent as the sediment studies. To date only a few
holes have been drilled 500 meters or more into

1                              basement bytlie Deep-Sea Drilling Project. The 18 -

As a first step in studying the complex , ,

emerging picture is that tile basement has great                                                               -

problem of"hole closure," we have carried out a i.5,        w.'.7.k (. 0 1
lateral inhomogeneity, comprising:  1) a layer of                      ·                              20 -

series of laboratory simulation experiments. Results i···* .   V.... r' basaltic pillow lavas (resulting froni underwater
of these preliminary studies are being used to design , eruption and rapid chilling or niolten lava), fractured
additional laboratory and in-situ experiments as well

Ir*Litu,2efil;2
i blocks and breccia, sediment-filled cavities. and 22-

as to give direction to theoretical analyses. The

i, te ....t'i'*4            -         / -
I inter-layered sediments overlying and invaded by                 -                                -

experiments have included penetration by
; quantities of basalt. grading down to 2) basaltic 24 -

high-velocity projectiles fired from a compressed air 1.. f .44 Viv'qui      i 1 \ i dykes - more massive than pillow lava but with
gun and by a penetrometer pushed in at a relatively F  /     :It 1|.fat6GE       V 1 , numerous vertical contact boundaries of variable
slow rate (approximately 10 centimeters per 1  ,      -'..;.: ..Flul

/0-J
'

properties
- overlying at depths of several   26-

second).
f.     ' 33-311

' kilometers. and 3) more massive horizontally
t.

For each experiment, a completely 8.       ......., - 1 layered gabbros and related rocks.                                         1

homosenized and saturated sediment was * # .     i        j       :              .    :r:2
1

The whole basement complex is cut by
* ./- I i.'... ,# . 28-

consolidated in a tank (5 I centimeters in diameter by <*.        .....

107 centinieters high) to a stress corresponding to 4:.1 fractures and fissures to depths of 100 meters or                                                                      -
more. Ocean water circulated through tliese cracks

1 30-in-situ overburden conditions at the depth to be while the rock was cooling during crustal formation                :
<

Tesl 2

. m
studied. The tank was then transferred to a test frame · and circulation may continue to this day. This has(Figure 9). the consolidating stress reapplied and the resulted in extensive alteration of the basalts and the                  . 1!  32- Configuration

4                 penetration tests (two dynamic and two static) development of secondary mineralization. Because   sll                    -
a quick setting epoxy resin I hour and 24 hours after                                                          |

24 Hours AtterPenetration
 ,;                 carried out. The

con figurations of cavities left in the the nature of the igneous basement is poorly known
wake of the projectile were preserved by pouring in and unpredictable, neither it nor the overlying Configuralion

I

lithified sediments appear to warrant serious
1 Hour Aller

the emplacements. consideration as disposal siles at the present time. Penetration
Two distinct closure patterns have been

observed in  the  12 penetration tests completed to Figure //.  Sketch «hii/,prof/,3 in a homogevous sed;,Ment

date (three different overburden stress conditions Figure  10.  Typical Wrearance,4 redilnent after dynamic
after slow rate of penetration 4 w umimeten per jecond) of a

were simulated - 10 meters. 19 meters, and 28 pcnetration of a projeclite. The hole h,ir dosed  immediatelyand Additional Problems projectite.The profile M theteft '•'as ioken  1  hour aPer test. Unli

wmpletely .  Distoni/n  of the  irdim,nt in  th, w.ke  4 the thi one ort ihe right 24 ho,/3. Note the continuing dosure with

meters).  Except for a small cavity near the surface projeclite is shown by the highlighlrd layers that were originally :inte thot indicat,3 gradd ('eep or flow 14 the „·alls due to

due to entering, all the dynamic tests were followed horizontal. Several interesting problems concerning the o.,rburden 31„SS.
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sediment are still outstanding. Some of Ihe more

intriguing:
Mass Flitidiwtion

There is a possibility thai Ihc material

itnmediately.adjacent In Ihe canisler inay he

Iransfornicd into a viscous fluid due to convection.

This situation could result in thecanister sinking

through the scdiment column (assuming it is denser

than the surrounding fluidized material). The
conditions under which this process might lake place
cannot he predicted from present knowledge.

High-Temperoli,re Alirrcititins

Very little is known aboul how the physical

and chemical properties of the sedintents are

niodified by a thermal gradient under pressure - the

pressure duc to depth of water exceeds 500
atmospheres (10,000 psi) over most of the deep-sea

floor.

Aquifers
Continue*is layers of highly permeable

sediments within the clay formelions could provide

pathways for quick lateral migration of pore water.

with eventual release at outcroppings Ilial could bc

far from an

actual containment site. Detailed core·                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     sampling and seismic studies of potential disposal
sites can as.sure that such layers are absent.

***

At this stage ofthe program, we do not
know whether the unlithified sedimcnts of the deep

seabed form an effective barrier to contain
high-level wastes. However. wehave not heen able

to uncover data that disqualify soft, fine-grained
deep-sea clay as a potential disposal medium for

radioacti ve wastes.  if future studies support Ihis
conclusion, we will then conduct exhaustive field

studies at specific potential disposal sitcs to assure

that the local geologic conditions are adequate to

contain the wastes until they have decayed to
harmless by-products.
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Consolidation and Permeability Characte
ristics

of Deep Sea Sediments:  North Central P
acific Ocean

Charles Ross Nickerson

M. S. Thesis

Department of Civil Engineering
Worcester Polytechinc Institute

Worcester, Massachusetts 01609

ABSTRACT

Ten one-dimensional consolidation test
s have been con-

ducted on both "undisturbed" and artifi
cially sedimented sam-

ples from the central North Pacific Ocean (latitude 330 11.75N

longitude 1500 59.86'W) in modified Anteus back-pressura con-

solidometers.  Permeability characteri
stics were determined

on six of the samples using a constant 
head permeability pro-

cedure, with hydraulic gradients of 5 t
o 25, and were also

calculated according to consolidation
theory. Modifications

to the Anteus consolidometers allowed f
or tests to be con-

ducted at back-pressures of up to 400 psi (2758 kPa) with

greater sensitivity  than commercially available units.    A  com-

parison between back-pressured and non
-back pressured tests

showed a significant decrease in the co
mpression index, how-

ever, the effect of back-pressure on co
nsolidation character-

at pressures beyond saturated condition
s has tentatively been         <

shown to be negligible.  Direct permeab
ility measurements for

"undisturbed" samples ranged from 2.22 
x 10-7 cm/sec to



D 6.98 x 10-7 cm/sec and generally agree with values predic-

  ted by the Kozeny-Carman equation. Direct permeability

measurements for artificially sedimented samples were lower

than values predicted by the Kozeny-Carman equation and

-7 -7
ranged from 0.81 x 10 cm/sec to 5.24 x 10

'

cm/sec.  A

poor correlation between coefficients of permeability calcu-

lated from consolidation theory and direct measurement was

shown for all samples. It is suggested that the values of

permeability calculated from time-comparison data are unre-

iiable due to the variation of gradient and/or the formation

of a filter cake at the sediment-porous stone interface dur-

ing consolidation loading.  Additional constant head permea-

bility tests run at different gradients and the same void

ratios showed that no threshold gradient existed and that

flow was governed by Darcy's law.



.-

CHAPTER 7

.. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Ten one-dimensional consolidation tests were<conducted

on both "undisturbed" and artificially sedimented· samples

- of deep-sea sediment from the central North Pacific Ocean in

modified Anteus back-pressure consolidometers. Permeability

characteristics were determined on six of the ten samples

using a constant head permeability procedure. Extra perme-

ability tests were conducted to determine if the sediment ex-

hibited non-Darcian flaw. Supplementary data was generated

1  '           in the form of water content, grain size, specific gravity,

Atterberg limits, mineralogy, and scanning electron micro-

scopy to evaluate the sediment behavior.

Considering the  results of the work conducted, the fol-

lowing conclusions have been made.

1.  The modified Anteus back-pressure consolidometers

performed well during the testing program. Improve-

ments were made in the design of confining rings

and the increase in pressure range for the regu-

latory and loading systems.

2.  The artificial sedimentation procedure proved func-

tional but results were not as good as desired.



There was no provision for applying consolidating

stresses in the sedimentation columns and therefore

there was no direct control of void ratio. Further

improvements in this area are suggested. '

3.  Based on physical property data the deep-sea se
diment

M

studied can be classified as a normally consolidate
d

w                  soft light brown inorganic clay 
of high plasticity

and normal activity. Apparent over-consolidation

.                                                  
                                                   

  2

shcwn in the upper 1.5 meters of the core is probab
ly

-                  caused by a strong flocculated s
tructure and ion-

bonding coupled with aging effects. Mineralogy
-

data indicates that the primary clay mineral presen
t

- is   illite with lesser·amounts of chlorite, smectite,

and kaoIinite.
-

4.  Scanning electron micrographs show the sediment

...

                    fabric to be fairly open and co
mposed of inter-

weaving bunches (aggregations) of flocculated    clay

clusters: with silt particles distributed throughout

-

                   the sediment matrix.  Micrograph
s of samples pro-

1-                   cessed by the acetone substitu
tion drying technique

1J
 ·                   were of higher quality than s

amples prepared by slow

- air drying.

1-1

-

1
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5.  For the field samples the compression index for the

back-pressured tests was less than for non-back-

pressured tests.  Hcwever, the effect of back-

pressure on consolidation characteristics at pres-

sures beyond saturated cond itions has tentatively

been shcwn to have negligible influence on consolid-

ation processes within .the range of back-pressures

used (0 psi to 400 psi or 0 kPa to 2758 kPa) .

Further research at back-pressures of at least one
-.J

magnitude higher than used in this study is suggested.

6. Direct permeability measurements for "undisturbed"

samples generally agree with values predicted by

the Kozeny-Carman equition. Scatter of direct

measurement data did not allow for comparison of'

differences in permeability due to back-pressure.

Values of permeability for field samples ranged

from 2.22 x 10-7 cm/sec to 6.98 x 10-7 cm/sec.

7.  The direct permeability data for the artificially

sediment samples were lower than values predicted
-

by the Kozeny-Carman equation with measured co-
-7:.-

efficients of permeability varying from 0.81 x 10

cm/sec to 5.24 x 10-7 cm/sec.
-

-

-
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I D
8.  A poor correlation was shown between coefficients of

3 permeability calculated from time-compression data

and direct measurement for both "undisturbed" and
1

artificially sedimented samples.  It is suggested

_1 that the discrepencies are due to the variation of

gradient and/or the formation of a filter cake at
_i

the sedimented-porous stone interface during con-

-J
solidation loading.

9.  Additional constant head permeability tests run at

-                   different gradients and the same void ratio to study

the relation between rate of water migration and

gradient showed that no threshold gradient ekisted

and that Darcy's law was obeyed exactly. It is

proposed that the cases where artificially sedi-

mented samples suggest a threshold gradient are

attributable to migrating loose sediment particles

that may have obstructed or blocked flaw channels.

. -,

-

-

-
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included URI ocean engineers and
oceanographers. The purpose of the program is

A Gia,nt to determine whether it is feasible to bury high-
level radioactive wastes in the seafloor of
remote areas which are geologically stable. ISee

Ship 50%
a

article by G.R. Heath in November 1976
Maritimes.)

Our studies to date suggest that fine-grained

.-41*-4 eialmt - deep sea sedlments possess several character-
istics which make them suitable for containing
wastes for a million years or more, the period ofCorer radioactivity of some nuclear waste materials
Among these characteristics are a very low rate
of water migration through the sediments and
high sorption properties. Our studies are now
focused on the properties of these clays

Cores already taken in the study area were ei-
ther very short (1 to 3 metersj or highly dis-
torted with a maximum length of 8 meters.
Since waste canisters may need to be buried at
depths of over ten meters and because certain
studies require samples with a minimal disturb-
ance to the layers of sediment. we had an ur-
gent need to obtain longer and less disturbed
core samples. As a result, we decided to make
use of a giant piston coring (GPC) system which
had been developed by the author and a group
from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

I                     We soon discovered that no oceanographic re-
headed by C.D. Hollister.

search vessel capable of handling the heavy
weight (15,000 lbs or 6800 kg) and length Cup to
140 ft or 33 meters) of the GPC would be avail-

Armand j. Silva, able in the area for the next few years. The only
professor of ocean and civil engineering ship which could do the lob was the Ailerican

Telephone and Telegraph trans-oceanic cable-
Our assignment was to obtain a long core sam- laying  ship  C/S  Long Lines. Plans were there-

pie of clay sediments about 800 miles north of  fore made to install the necessary equipment
Hawaii where the water is three and one-half while that ship was taking on telephone cable in
miles deep {5700 meters). This in itself was not   Portsmouth, New Hampshire. and the scientific

an  unusual  task.  but the special requirements staff met her later in Hawaii.
and the type of ship available for the work The C/S Long Lines isa modern cable-laying
posed some interesting problems andled to   ship, 520 feetlong, withadisplacementof 17,120
unique core-handling procedures. tons, and a lifting capability in deep water of

The project is government supported. part of a 60.000 pounds. The  ship  is not

equipped  to do             
research program using the talents of several in- oceanographic research,  and  it was  therefore
stitulions and academic disciplines und the team necessary to modify it extensively. For example,

4



1 

we hail to build i, complete shlpboard lubora- E-:376,76   = 4 from the cable to ilte parachute (soe diagram).   in.1. The lack of disturtion near the outer editestory, In wlitch to sample and test the recovered    / 4-.-, . *\L ..._*--.,...

time lolig enough to transfer the corer weight   'rha diameter of the core sunilile la 11.4 cm. (4.5

·t·*a,#621= By Ilie time the corar reaches the boltom. Ilie  of the Sample and the presurvation of featurescores. Launching and recovery of the giant    il,Ri#Yqk *-- --*-,16„01.   ./•.,B"r-
corer posed more difficult problems. We had to       1  67 T.it,W-"-'F  02:,4.            - parucliute is comi)letely deployed, the cable   in the sample are evidence that li was not dis.
dasign and install a custom-built system to as-   <1 il.  ·u   i    -69."."a'. 14 ·' -·. tension M tile bottom is essenlially zero, and   turlied it, any apprectuble extent by the coring
semble It along the side rail of the ship and to    1 I.:: r- .* .»J=7=1

hence there is no ruboutid of the cable during  process.
pelicirallon of the corer into the sediments. Tlie In addition lo ilm aullitir and G. Ross Heath,support it. The key element of the support sys- .,433 --'/7 F'.:-----i luclmiq,le hus iltu beauty of simplicity. and with    professor of ficeutiogrui,hy fron, URI. nine siu-

:Cic:v,ya.'Z :1::;:1, ti:' :17;1;:2:.:1:2         ·'1,a 30.-5 it we were uble lu recover an excellent core dents from the (lrulluitte School of Oceano-
sal,11)le 24.4 meters too fl.) long - Ihrce times 1110 gruphy and the Department of Ocean Engineer-Isee photo). After the corar was lowered fron, a      W \1.Vt/ *,Fee€L letigth of previous cores recovered In the saine   ing participated in thu cruise. The students litid

 11 1 ]Iloell cedod aucvo N la  adsni  a,hf trn eax tillEi     11  ,i ·11 Ax

.... -/ --I-- a rea. valuable hands-oi, experience directly rvIaled
Biologists, geulogists. chemists. ongineers,and    to  their  educational  und  research  interests.

i,Ity:ticists are analyzing lita core lo evaluate the   Funds for the Seubed Disposal Program ure tiro-tire corer from the side of the ship to the bow. a
distance of approximalely 120 feet. The curer .   &'.   43     5-._-;.-  8 1     1              1             1           2:,i:vv ,",eaudt:.,It,rat:1::; :1:;: ::,i.,cuor      :;:1:2111;:i:11 ;ry R.....ch ...1 D.'.1-
was then lowered to the sea floor with it two-

2,>la
. - . I 4*.:,«.=e

inch diameter steel and heinp cable called grap- 1 1
nel rope .'1 'A*94.

..':4--·.--·

This brings us to the major problem we en-
countered. Calculations Indicated that the         ,

1

1

-cable to ship

atratch of the grapnel rope due to the weight of                        ·                                                                                                                           2

i the corer would exceed 50 metor, 1170 feell.         't!-  _ uad.ploy.J

1       Therefore, when Ilm corer reached the t,ea bot-        :/r   l,
parachue.                                          1                          4

tom, Ilie grapnel rope would snap back lika an
ielastic band. This Could raise havoc will, Ilte                                  , ,

coring operation during its penetration into the
soft sedlments. It was Ilitis necessary to devise                                  , 14;

Ert**er wlri clamp

- free fall  loop  (h f )
:

some method of minimking or eliminating the 1.1 . 04   !
i       cable rebounti, Several different schemes wore                                                 -4                                                                /
I

investigated Includins an encapsulated water                             '                     ,
mass  to  increase ' dynamic inertial effects, a Ells/er ./r  clamp

stoel drag plate attached to the cable to slow          ·                                             i        f                                         j

down the rate of rebound, and an inverted para-
1

9 .L- -pt.tou

,       chute above the corer Iconcave upward) to pro- frii fAl

* ,           vide drag resistance. Thon  someone  at  Sandia                                          i                                                                   i                              kiglic (I,f) 'ir Mlitir weiall'

Laboratories in New Mexico came up with the       *·                              .         .                i        ,             1
          bright idea of  turning.the parachute right side   El '...,11

6  11                   9up in such a way that the weight of the coror

             would ba supported entirely  by  the  paracliute.               ·'                                                       -                                     EVK   '.
91 l  I  l  1  i  1111  I  11  I  i  //  /l  I  l  I ; 34////// /.7/,///The technique which was adopted is illustrated ·

&4#0631 SE:MHENT

1       in the diagrain, and the paracltute can be seen t-EK»31 "Jime:'t   core -
4     In the photograph directly above the corer 'Esi=JI
43           weIMht stand.:1
ra' During the final stages of Illa corer's descent,

ma 'lle cable was payed out at a speed sliMhtly parachute action us corer ii juunched. From /O/1: 13 Coror before finul descent. 2) Corer lowered ul terminul
I. .          greater than tha  terminal velocity of :he corer/     The giant piston corer baing hiwitched from the side of

velocity H.8 knotsj. Weight of corer is grudiolly cruns farred from ship coble fo parichute. 3) Trigger weight

        parachute combinution 14.8 knots) for a   the ship. Paruchute is vi,ible al top
reaches bottom und corer beRin, free fall. Il Corer coniplutes free fal# und sediment penelrotion

6
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GEOTECHNICAL AND NORMAL INCIDENCE REFLECTION 4.  Sediment Dynamics

ClIARACTERISTICS OF ROCYJLL TROUGH SEDIMENTS
5.      No

A.J. Sj.lva, K.C. Baldwin, E.P. Laine Call at:
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, R.I. 6.  No

02881)
W. Dow, C.D. Hollister (both at: Woods Hole 7.  30% 1976 Spring Meeting

Oceanographic Institute, Falmouth, Mass.)

Analysis of geotechnical and acoustic data,
core measurements of compressional wave
velocity  and  3.5  kHz  and  12  kIIz near bottom
normal incidence records, indicate some
interesting relationships between geotechnical
properties and normal incidence reflection.
The two large diameter (11.4 cm) Giant Piston
.Cores retrieved in the Rockall Trough (both
within 1 km of 56'-17N, 12'-31W) reveal many
thin (< 2 cm) lithologic laminations.

The acoustic reflectors are separated into
thtee groups (strong, moderate, weak) with

respect to changes in geotechnical and
acoustic properties and normal incidence
amplitude. Strong reflectors are characterized              X.

by at least a 6% increase in compressional
wave speed (C), 25% increasesin bulk density
(p), an increase of 7.5 x 10  rayls in

specific acoustic impedance (Z) and the normal
incidence reflection coefficient (B) ranges
from .1346 to .1661. Water content (w) and
porosity (n) decrease by at least 60% and
35% respectively and grain size analyses in-
dicate the sediment is primarily sand sized

' and the material between is predominantly
lutite. Weak reflectors display negligible

1 changed  in C,  p,  w  and n whereas important
i

param ters appear to be Z, which increases
by 10 rayls, shear strength increasing by
100% and grain sj.ze distribution which re-
veals a large percentage of silt and essen-
tially no sand.  The moderate reflectors
have characteristics from both strong and weak
groups.  Grouping reflectors in this fashion
correlates well with the nonnal incidence
records.

.
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INTRODUCTION

The Engineering Workshop on Deep Sea Coring, held at

the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on 29-30 Novembe
r,

1977, was convened to assess existing technologies for t
he

recovery of long, undisturbed sediment cores from oceanic

depths.

Prior to this workshop G.R. Heath polled a group of po-

tential users  from the scientific. community. and various  fund-

ing agencies to dee if there would be interest in a work
shop

on the future   of coring technology. The results of the sur-

vey confirmed a definite need for obtaining good quality cores

from the upper 50 to 200 meters of sediment as well as a 
need

to assess existing technologies to determine the most effi-

cient means of recovering long cores.  However, it was sug-

gested that a meeting to consider engineering aspects should

precede the larger meeting of scientists. Because of time

constraints, funding limitations, and the nature of the as-

signment it was decided that the engineering meeting should be

restricted to a relatively small but representative group of     I

10 to 12 who could devote the necessary effort to produce a

report prior to the scientific meeting.  A few of the.in-

tended participants were not able to attend so that the fi-

nal list of attendees included nine in the working group and

five observers. It is recognized that some important insti-

tutional,groups were not represented at the workshop,.there

was no intention of excluding anyone, and it is hoped that

the workshop group was effactive in presenting a broad view

during the preliminary mee'-tingo
The task of the Engineering Workshop was to review cur-

rently available coring technologies, to determine  the  most

effective means of sample recovery, and to recommend a course

of action to be followed in the future.

The following report summarizes the thinking of the

working group at the conclusion of the workshop.
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WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

For purposes of discussion in this report, sediment sam-

pling depths have been classified in the following way.

Surficial sampling - upper 2 meters

Shallow penetration - 2-15 meters

Moderate penetration - 15-50 meters

Deep penetration - 50-200 meters

During the first session of the workshop, the objectives were

presented, discussed, and modified slighlty to reflect thoughts

of the group. These statements were then used as guides to

focus attention of discussions.

- . -    ·  Objectives

1.  Moderate Penetration: Formulate recommendations

to improve existing boring techniques for the

upper 50 meters.  The eventual aoal is to de-

velop a detailed proposal in early 1978 for

final design, fabrication, and implementation.

2.  Deep Penetration: Develop a conceptual system

for obtaining continuous sediment samples to

depths of up to 200 meters. The goal is to

initiate a feasibility study from which a

planning/design proposal can be developed.
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HISTORY

Piston coring as a technique for the recovery of un-

disturbed sediment cores was initially developed by B. Kul-

lenberg in the late 1940's as a means of obtaining core sam-

ples longer·and of superior quality to those obtainable with

the open barrel gravity core. Since these beginnings the prin-

ciple and theory of operation of the piston core have remained

c     essentially unchanged while physical sizes and core lengths

have been varied to meet special needs. Engineering aspects

of the piston core have been sporadically investigated by

various individuals, (Horslev, 1949, and Patten, 1969, etc.)

but comprehensive studies of dynamics, barrel diameter versus

length, etc. have not been carried out.

Various attempts have been made to recover undisturbed

sediment samples using alternate means of achieving a suit-

able driving force. These have ranged from the use of vacuum

chambers, (Rollenberg 1948), which utilized a vacuum to

raise the piston during penetration, to a rocket powered

coring device developed by the Japanese. None of the various

alternatives has succeeded in replacing the basic piston core

device as a practical and economical means of obtaining long,

sediment samplek.
The primary limitations experienced with piston coring

devices revolve around ship configurations, winch limitations,

wire  strength,   and the physical limitations  of the corer itself.

The simplicity of the piston core concept has established it as

the primary sediment sampling tool of the oceanographic commu-

nity.

With increased need for longer and larger diameter corer

samples, development of systems such.as the WHOI Giant Piston

Corer, the SIO "Big Bertha", and the LDGO large diameter pis-
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ton core have extended the sampling range while still retain-

ing the concept of a piston core.  The longest piston core

to date is 30 meters of undisturbed sample recovery and 50

meters seems feasible.

Sampling to deeper lengths has been accomplished by the

Deep Sea Drilling Project using a specialized drilling ship.

However, during the drilling process the upper 20 meters of

unconsolidated sediments are usually lost or badly disturbed

by the rotating drill bit and due to ship motions.  The,gap

which currently exists between the maximum sample depth ob-

tainable with the piston core and the beginning of drill core

recovery represents an area which will require substantial

study and development before sampling can become a routine

process.

Hvorslev, M.J. 1949, Subsurface Exploration and Sampling of
Soils for Civil Engineering Purposes, Corps. of Engi-

neers, U.S. Army, Vicksburg, Mississippi, 521.

Kullenberg, Borje 1948, DEEP-SEA CORING, Reports of the

Swedish Deep-Sea Expedition.  Vol. IV, Bottom Investi-

gations No. 2,

-Patten, K.T., Griffin, G.T. An Analysis of Marine Corer Dy-
namics 1969.
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ASSUMPTIONS, PROBLEMS, CONCEPTS

The best methods of achieving the stated objectives

' will depend on many factors such as the characteristics of

the oceanic province to be cored, addeptable degree of dis-

turbance, class of ships, etc., and it was agreed that sev-

eral concepts should be thoroughly studied and compared in
order to optimize the system. which is selected for develop-

ment. Many of the problems which must be considered in de-

sign/development work have been identified by past experi-

ence and it is therefore imperative that these be catalogued .

and addressed in future analyses.  The engineering workshop

group has begun the study process and this section presents

most of the ideas which were discussed during the sessions.

Undoubtably there will be many other thoughts which can and

should be incorporated in future analyses, and it is hoped

that those presented in this report will serve as catalysts.

The engineeting group feels.that the attainment of the se-

cond objective (deep penetration) will require different

technology and more extensive developmental work, and there-

fore a decision was made to deal with the two objectives

separately. In addition, it seems probable that, even if a

200 meter capability is developed in the near future, there

will< be much more demand for the 50 keter coring system and

therefore a relatively less expensive system should be main-

tained for moderate penetrations.
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A.  ASSUMPTIONS

                                      In  order to design the sysliems for attaining the stated obj ectives  it  is

necessary to set forth some specifications and requirements.  Perhaps it

would have been more logical to have the scientific workshop meeting first

since most of the.needs come from the scientific community.  However, a few

of the workshop participants represented a fairly broad spectrum of oceano-

graphic interests and it was possible to generate a tentative set of assump-

tions which were then used as a guide for the engineering workshop.  The fol-

lowing table summarizes the assumptions and specifications which were discussed.

ObjectiveItem Moderate Penetration Deep Penetration

Specification (50 meters) (200 meters)

Sediment type Unlithified, mostly fine Unlithified

grained

Water depth 6000 m. 6000 m.

Existing oceanographic Large oceanographic:

Ships fleet.  Possible Agor SEAPROBE, CHALLENGER
class. etc. or new ship

Operational Timing Preferably in 1979 or 1982

early 1980.

Deployment/Handling Winch and cable Large cable or pipe

System

Station time Routine coring, (a few Moderate station time,

requirements hours per core) perhaps one or two
days per station

Positioning Normal oceaongraphic Dynamic with transponders

Portability Yes. Entire system to be No. Restrict use to few

used on many selected vessels.
vessels.

Development cost Should be "reasonable" Could require considerable
and affordable with ex- initial costs

isting budget by-com-
bination of a few
agencies

.

Operational cost Affordable by oceano- Not exhorbitant. Afford-

graphic community. able as part of large

Similar to Deep Tow scale projects '

system or less

Sample quality Suitable for detailed Suitable for "routine"

stress-strain studies, geotechnical properties,
magnetics, etc. magnetics, etc.
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B.  Problems

The following is a partial list and summary of.topics

and problems which have been identified for consideration in

these and future studies.  Most of these ideas follow directly

from the stated objectives and general assumptions which have

been outlined together with previous experiences in deep sea

sediment sampling.

1.  Moderate Penetration (50 meters)

a) Ships - Deck space and rail space requirements may be

critical on present oceanographic vessels.  Assembly

of a 50 meter core in a horizontal position will li-

mit types of ships which can be utilized.. Therefore,

KNORR and MELVILLE plus some NOAA ships can be used

for maximum lengths but smaller vessels could be

adapted for lesser needs (30 meters).
(

Ship dynamics play an important role in deter-

mining performance and limitations.  Cabld oscilla-

tions and load surges must be determined and accounted

for or eliminated.

Vertical assembly may be possible but this would

further limit number of ships, require considerable

development costs and consume valuable ship time dur-

ing launch and recovery of the core.  This should be

considered in long range development but may not be

feasible for immediate (1980) future.

b) Winches and cables - In order to achieve the goal of

50 meters sample recovery is expected that heavy.

weights will be involved and breakout forces will be

large (in excess of 20,000 kg) unless some means of

reducing traction stresses is provided.  Therefore,

a very definite need exists for substantiably in-
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creasing the winch/cable capabilities. It seems ob-

vious that a traction winch is the best means available
If provision is made to substantially reduce break-

out forces '(50% reduction) the net lifting capacity

required at the bottom may exceed 20,000 kg (9,000 kg

Corer plus 11,000 kg traction/breakout).  However,

ih the event that no traction reduction system is

available, the breakout forces may be much higher.

Both steel and non-metallic cables should be consid-

ered.

Another major problem which must be solved id

that of cable dynamics and more specifically the cable

rebound which occurs during free fall and penetration.   -

A parachute support system has been used successfully

with the GPC (see Vol. II) but other methods should

also be explored.

Other problems and aspects related to the winch/

cable system are listed below.

Cable terminations

Cable attachments (wire clamps)

Electro-mechanical cable

Tapered cable

Accumulators and/or constant tension

system

Tensiometer/recorder system

These topics were discussed to varying degrees and some

tentative decisi6ns and opinions were noted and will be dis-

cussed elsewhere in the report.
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c) Handling system:  The handling system must capable of

quick assembly, laun h, retrieval, disassembly and

temporary storage of the core in reasonable sea state

and weather conditions using a small staff (3 or 4

people). Total turn-around time less than 12 hrs.

should be attainable for a 50 meter recovery. The

system should provide  for safe handling hof recovered  sam-

ples and minimize the ·need for attachments such as launch

and retrieval lines, brackets, etc.

d) Core configuration: Several aspects which must be

studied and evaluated are listed below:

Weight stand donfiguration:      i.e. size, weight  and   2

shape

Core pipe, couplings:  The volume displacement and

traction surfaces should be minimized while main-

taining adequate strength and buckling stability.

Core cutter/nose cone/core catcher assembly: Should

be streamlined and designed in accordance with

established recommendations for sampling devices.

i Piston:  One piece piston with.washers appears to work

well but should consider break-away feature.

Liners: Question of.advantages and disadvantages of

liners.  Should investigate possibility of very

thin-wall liner to minimize·sediment displacement.

Tripping: Should eliminate mechanical tripping me-

thod. Core mpunted automatic acoustic release

probably is best.
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Orifice Effect:  Constriction at top of Fore barrel

Provides some damping of energy .  t.

Safety Release: This could be automatic (hydrosta-

tic pressure release) or actuated from ship.

e) Plugging problem:  There appears to be a stage during

penetration when internal wall friction stresses pre-
\

vent further sampling even though the corer continues

to penetrate.

f) Breakout problem: For penetrations exceeding 30 me-

ters, the breakout forces will increase drastically

due to high shear strength in deeper strata.

g) Corer Instrumentation: Several types of instruments

can be mounted on the corer (ex: accelerometer, core

orientation, subbottom profiler, thermisters, veloci-

meter)

h) Sample Processing: This includes extrusion, labelling,

shipboard testing, sampling, description, photography,

storage, etc.

i) Quality control:  All components should be adequately

inspected and tested (nondestructive testing)

j) Maintenance:  Proper consideration must be given to

maintenance both on shore and during cruises.

k) Management and Staffing: The system should be prop-

erly managed and have a small group of specially

trained personnel available.

2.  Deep Penetration (200 meters)

a) Ships - The type and size of ship required depends to

a large extent on the method used to advance the core.

11



If a bottom supported structure is employed, the hand-

ling and positioning problems will be different thah

if a pipe string is used with manipulations controlled

at the surface. However, it appears probable  that a  ship

possessing a center well with derrick will be required.

b) Lifting system - A pipe string has obvious advantages

in terms of lifting capacity but the make-up time is

high.  A winch/cable system may be more practical.

If a large diameter pipe is used, it may be possible

to use one string with multiple coring operations oc-

curring through the pipe..

c) Decoupling - Unless a bottom supported structure is

used it will be necessary to isolate ship motions

from the coring operations.

d) Penetration scheme - Drilling seems to disturb sedi-

ments excessively.  C6ntinuous jacking will probably

result in "plugging" when internal traction stresses

become large. Intermittent jacking/sampling may be

feasible. Also, a combination of drilling and jack-

ing (ahead of the drilling) may be attractive.  Bot-

tom mounted turbo-drilling should be considered.

e) Other - Several of the problems discussed for moder-

ate penetration also apply here (plugging, breakout,

instrumentation, processing, etc.)

C.  Basic Concepts

After extensive discussion of alternative courses of de-

velopment, the workshop participants agreed that three paral-

let activities should be pursued.  Two of these would be ori-

ented toward attainment of objective No. 1 (50 meter samples).

12



2 (200 meter 'samples) will require different technology and

The immediate goal is to improve on the most successful and

proven piston caring system, thereBy having available a cor*

ing capability in the shortest possible time frame.  However

it was the opinion of the group that other methods requiring
4

mere)developmental effort may prove to be more efficient than

the usual free-fall piston coring technique and therefore

studies should be continued to develop the optimal combina-

tion for recovery of continuous 50 meter samples of unlithi-

fied fine-grained sediments. The third activity would be a

more ambitious program to design a total system for obtain-

ing samples of the entire sediment column to depths of up to

200 meters.  It seems likely that attainment of objective No.

much larger expenditures than for objective No. 1.  The three

concepts are summarized below and discussed in greater detail

in the next section (Analysis and Discussion).

1.  Upgrading of Giant Piston Coring System (50 meters) -

The idea is to modify and improve the piston coring

system to·zmake it more reliable and extend recovery

capabilities such that sample lengths up to 50 me-

ters can be obtained. This seems like an attainable

goal for some of the softer sediment accumulations

since a GPC length of 40 meters has already been

successfully launched and recovered (with "undis-

turbed" length of 30.5 meters). Many of the problems

that have been identified can be solved with

minor new technological developments.

2. :Piston.Corer with Penetration Assist System (50 meters)-

The basic concept is to use the proven free-fall pis-

ton coring technique for initial penetration and to

add an assist system which would provide additional

13



energy to complete penetration to 50 meters. Sev-

eral assist systems have received preliminary an-

alysis (see Appendices A and B) and others-should

be considered. Based on workshop discussions it

appears that the impact method holds the most immediate

promise for deep sea applications but others that

are being developed (such as the Bootstrap, Seafloor

Jacking and Hydraulic Ram) should receive adequate

attention.

3.  Deep Coring (200 meters) - Two different methodol-

ogies were discussed.

a) Ship supported device: This would entail a pipe

string-or large diameter cable supporting the core

barrels and ancillary equipment required to ad-

vance the barrels (such as jacking,· drilling, jet-

ting  vibration, etc. devices)  .      It is probable

that re-entry capability would be required.  One

of the crucial problems to be solved would in-

volve decoupling of ship motions from the pene-

tration operations.

b) Bottom supported structure: In this method a

large self-contained. apparatus would be lowered

to the seafloor with all coring or drilling opera-

tions being remotely controlled.  The coring opera-

tions would therefore be completely isolated from

ship motions.
Of   the two optiobs, ' the.  first  one (ship supported   de-

vice) seemed to be the most feasible at the time of

workshop discussions.
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Much of this section is based on workshop proceedings

generated at the sessions.  Drafts of material submitted at

the workshop and later revised, are included as Appendix B and

no effort is made to identify contributors here. The reader

is urged to read the original drafts since they contain more

detail than is presented in the following discussion.  In
this section the three concepts mentioned in the previous

section are discussed in greai:er detail with some prelim-

inary analyses based on input from the workshop participants.

A.  Upgraded Giant Piston Corer (GPC) System:

It is the unanimous opinion of the participants that the

GPC represents the most advanced state of the art system with

promise for approaching the first objective (50 meters) in
the shortest time frame. It is of course very apparent that

the GPC has been plagued with a variety of problems but al-

most all of these can be overcome with application of cur-

rent technology and the remainder can be solved with modifi-
cations and modest development. The intent here is not to

provide design solutions but rather to draw attention to some

critical aspects and propose options for upgrading the GPC

system.  A tentative schedule for developing the proposed

system is shown in Figure 1.
1. Modeling: It is imperative that the entire system

including ship motions, cable dynamics, free fall,

and penetration behavior be mathematically modeled
in as much detail as possible using computer analy-

ses. Studies should be broad enough to encompass a

wide variety of environmental and seafloor conditions.
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In addition it would be highly desirable to perform

some scale model tests in the laboratory to ascertain

and/or verify pertinent parameters and behavior. The

prototype system should be instrumented to provide

proper monitoring during initial field trials. In

addition, consideration should be given to instru-

menting other current coring systems used by various

groups to provide as much real data as possible for

designing the new coring system.

2.  Winch/Cable System

The winch and cable capabilitids available on

oceanographic research vessels place limitations on

deep sea coring. Many past problems with the GPC
2

can be attributed directly to the winch/cable system

and others are indirectly caused by some inherent

limitation of the winch and/or cable. The most obvi-

ous need is to increase the net lifting capacity at

the seafloor to enablesafe handling of the heavy

coring gear under dynamic sea state conditions and to

pr6vide adequate force to pull a 50 meter corer out

of the sediment.
The maximum pullout force requirements can not

be ascertained with any degree of accuracy at this

time since it depends on many factors such as corer

weight, core barrel diameter, sediment strength, and

possible provision for reducing the traction stresses.
However,    even   i f a traction reduction scheme   is   in-

corporated in the coring system it would seem prudent
to provide an overload capacity (by reducing the safety

factor under emergency conditions) such that the corer
can be retrieved in the event of a malfunction. (An
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alternative would be to incorporate a Peak-link"

feature above the corer so that the cable can be

saved if -the friction-reduction system does not

function properly) Based on experiences with the

GPC, the breakout traction stresses are approximately

50% of the static (vane) shear strength. For a

barrel diameter of 18 cm and average static shear
2

strength of 300 gm/cm  the breakout force is 42,000

kg (92,400 lb) and the net required seafloor lifting

dapacity (including corer)   will - be =ihr.the vicinity

of 50,000 kg. (110,000 lb). This of course assumes

that 50 meter penetration can be achieved in fairly

stiff sediments. The modeling work may indicate

that, with piston coring techniques, 50 meters pene-

tration may only be attainable in softer sediment

deposits and the breakout force will be decreased

proportionately. However, it seems obvious   that  a

much greater cable strength than is currently used

will be necessary. Because of the required high load

capacity and length of cable (6000 meters) it is rec-

ommended that the cable be stored with essentially no

tension and therefore it will be desirable to use a

traction winch with separate storage drum.

Some discussion has centered around the desire-

ability of having an electrical conductor cable to

permit direct communication with corer instrumenta-

tion and facilitate data acquisition. This should

be explored further but present concensus of the

workshop group seems to be that this would add dis-
proportionately to the cost and that present conduc-
tor cables may not be durable enough for this type

, of repeditive, heavy load use.
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4.  Handling System:  The most recent GPC handling system

(see Vol. II) seems to be quite efficient and with

minor refinements and modifications can be adapted to

a variety of ships.  The key features are:  a) out-

board rotating weight stand platform  b) a davit-

rail-trolley system for assembly and disassembly of

the corer  c) in-board pipe rack and  d) extrusion

bench with hydraulic winch. The permanent retrieval

lines (which penetrate with the core barrel) should

be eliminated. An extrusion van should be available

to permit processing of recovered cores during.in-

clement weather conditions.

5.  Corer Configuration and Components: Based on the

modifications discussed during the course of the

workshop it appears that more than one (possibly two)

types of core weight will be required if special needs

and maximum efficiency of the system are to be

achieved.  One would be of a less complicated design

housing a variety of instrumentation and used in sedi-

ment of low shear strength. The other will incorpor-

ate an energy assist system similar to the weight

plus impact concept.

The most recent GPC core weight was hydrodynamically

designed with a complicated streamlined shape so that

terminal velocities could be approached if significant

free-fall distance was used (80 meters).
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However, it now seems more likely that free-fall

distances much less than this (perhaps less than

30 meters) will be utilized and therefore a less

complicated shape will probably be adequate. The

core weight should retain most of the GPC features

(i.e. internal free-fall loop compartment, vari-

able weight option, compartments for instruments,

etc.).

The step-tapered core barrel design with con-

stant inside diameter is advantageous from the

point of view of providing added buckling stabil-

ity in the topmost sections. Structural stability

calculations would be incorporated in the numeri-

cal modeling and studies should be made to opti-

mize the diameter to wall thickness ratio with

proper consideration for penetration requirements.

The couplings must be carefully designed to pro-

vide proper stability and maintain a seal.

The question of whether or not to have a re-

movable thin-walled liner is discussed elsewhere.

It would be possible to make this an option if a

different type of coupling is provided such that

internal traction forces are transferred to the

core barrel through a shoulder at the couplings.

The problem of increased wall diameter (causing

more sediment disturbance) could be alleviated con-

siderably by having the·bottom barrel section un-

lined but of the same inside diameter as the re-
mainder of .the .corer (with liner) .
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6. Triggering: The mechanical (trigger core) method

of releasing the corer above the seafloor should

not be used in the future, except perhaps as an

emergency back-up system. The most feasible me-

thod appears to be a self-contained automatic

acoustic release system mounted on the corer. As

of the writing of this report, work has already

begun on this system with the goal of deep sea
field trials in early summer, 1978.  Some details

of the system are included in Appendix B.

7. Penetration: Past experience with the GPC have

shown that certain combinations of factors can
lead to·a condition whereby the corer no longer

continues to obtain sample but rather penetrates

the sediment strata as a closed end tube - in

other words the corer becomes plugged due to ex-

cessive inside traction forces.  Therefoke in or-

der to obtain continuous sediment samples of 50
\

meter length in some of the stiffer materials, it

will be necessary to overcome these effects so

that the corer-'energy  can  be fully, utilized  in  ac-

tual coring.
The parameters that control penetration are

the frontal area, the inside and outside sur-

face areas of the barrel, the corer nose shape and

bearing capacity factor in the sediment, the in-
side and outside frontal area clearance ratios, the

sediment adhesion to the inside and outside surface

of the barrel, the kinetic energy at impact, the

corer weight and its turbulent flow drag dharacter-

istics, and the motion of and frictional1forces

coming from the piston. The resulting combined ef-
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fect on the penetration behavior of the corer can

be predicted in a  comprehensive dimensional anal-

ysis.  In such an analysis, results will depend

upon the variables that are controlled at constant

levels or adjusted according to assumptions or

stipulations; hence controls and adjustments should

be selected with care. Presently, it appears real-

istic to perform an analysis to determine the re-

quirements for basrel wall thickness, piston re-

straining force, and expected core length as func-

tions of barrel diameter and sediment strength.

It should thus be possible to select the best com-

bination of corer configuration. It is anticipa-

ted that a larger diameter core barrel will be ne-

cessary to achieve the desired results.

One change which appears to hold promise is

to incorporate an active lubrication scheme such

that the inside of the core barrel receives a thin

layer of lubricant during penetration. This might

be applied in a controlled fashion from within the

piston or at other locations (such as at the nose

cone) along the core barrel.

8. Breakout: In normal piston coring, the maximum line

tension occurs during pull-out of the corer, after

penetration. The break-out force consists princi-

pally of outside adhesion along the core barrel plus

a suction force at the nose. As indicated earlier

(winch/cable system) the total brehk-out load for

a 50 meter core can be expected to be very high

(over 50,000 kg) and therefore the use of breakout

reduction aids is necessary. The suetion force can

be relieved by providing small diameter relief tub-

ing on the outside of the barrel such that a passage-
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way from ambient seawater pressure exists .to the

nose.  A good low-friction coating could ge a long

way toward reducing side traction stresses. Other

schemes such as electro-osmosis and expendable

sleeves should also be investigated.

9. Instrumentation: There are many in-situ measure-

ments that could be made with the corer if a pro-

per data acquisition system were provided.  Some     +

of the measurements would be: acceleration history

of corer, piston motion and forces, sediment

acoustic velocity measurements during penetration,

core orientation and inclination, and high resolu-

tion profiling at the core site. Therefore, it is

recommended   that an integrated,   self contained,   data

acquisition system be designed which can be mounted
3 in the core weight. Additional details of a pro-

posed system are included in Appendix B.

10. Sample Processing: A debate continues on the de-

sireability of having a removable liner so that the

core can be stored and then processed at a shore

facility. The present concensus appears to be that

the cores should be extruded and processed as soon

as possible after recovery and therefore there is

no need for a liner. However, even if a liner is

used in the new design, it seems certain that it will be

necessary to process at least some of the cores

while at sea.  Therefore a good, versatile sample

processing facility should be planned so that the

desired data and samples can be obtained. Consid-

erable effort has been devoted to developing a

ship-board sampling/testing system for the

GPC and proper attention should be given to this
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aspect in the future.  Dueto space limitations it

is usually necessary to do the initial extrusion

and sampling on the open deck and it is recommen-

ded that a closed van be made part of the system

(this van can also be used for storage of materials

during shipment).  Split cores should be photo-

graphed using good, consistent, photographic tech-

niques so, that a continuous true-color photograph

can be assembled. Subsequent sampling and test-

ing procedures should be carefully designed to

minimize disturbance and retain the maximum amount

of sediment in the core for future analyses. Stor-

age of cores should be in a refrigerated van.

B.  Assisted Giant Piston Corer

It is the opinion of the engineering workshop group

that a parallel effort should be initiated to design and

build a better, more efficient system than is possible with
the basic GPC.  Several concepts were presented and anal-

yzed, including most of the schemes which have been or are

being studied by various groups. The range of discussions

is indicated in the Edited Minutes included as Appendix A

of this report and summarized below.

1.  Giant Piston Corer (or similar large weight free-

fall device)

2.  Vibracorer

3.  Hydrostatic (or hydraulic ram) corer
4.  Bootstrap corer (or a similar jacking scheme)

5.  Water mass corer (i.e. encapsulated water mass

to provide momentum)

'6. Impact (i.e. similar to pile driver)

7.  Other - some possible methods which were mentioned
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but not thoroughly discussed are; jatting, osmosi$
and rocket assist.

After considerable-discussion it seemed that
the most logical and efficient way to go would be to use

the free-fall weight mode to achieve initial penetration

followed by another source of energy to complete penetra-
tion to the desired 50 meter depth. In this way, it should

l

be possible to reduce the weight of the coring unit and lead

to a more efficient and reliable system.  Some of the limi-

tations and problems with each of the methods are mentioned
in the Edited Minutes and are discussed in greater detail in

Appendix B. The vibration technique would probably cause

excessive disturbance and the water mass principle is only

a variation of the usual free-fall weight.  The three combi-

nations which seem to hold some promise and should be con-

sidered more fully are:

Weight plus hydrostatic ram

Weight plus jacking or bootstrap
»Weight plus impact
The hydrostatic method is being developed by LDGO and

therefore it should be possible to coordinate activities.

The jacking method is presently water-depth limited but could

be applied to deep water work whereas the bootstrap method
may be penetration limited. In summary the concensus was
that the "weight plus impact" combination may prove to be
the simplest and best choice for near future development
(before 1982) and it is therefore recommended that this scheme
be given first priority in the feasibility study.

A preliminary analysis of the weight plus impact scheme
is included in Appendix B and excerpted below. It should be

ngted that all the problems and developments associated with
the upgraded GPC system (previous action) also apply here and

therefore only additional important aspects are mentioned.
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Assumptions (Piston Corer plus Impact Combination)

a. Should be operational in 1 to 3 years

b. To be used in conjunction with cable, winch and

ship requirements developed for the GPC

c. System portable for use on different ships.

d. Modified after GPC developments

1. Acoustic release of core device for initial

embedment

2. Parachute drag to reduce cable rebound

3. Instrument package to contain accelerometer,

shear wave measuring device. sampler orienta-

tion device, etc.

4. Possibly expendable outer sleeve to reduce

breakout

Double Impact System (see attached dketch - Fig. 
2)

a. Total weight approximately 5 tons:'  Two separate

masses, 2 1/2 tons each; 10 m freefall of sec6nd

mass; second mass held in place by shear pins or

mechanical latch; mechanical or acoustic release

for second mass.

-     b. Cycle time

Equipment could be made. up in horizontal position

while underway or made up in 1 to 2 hours in a

vertical position using rotary table, power tongs

and standard drilling techniques.  Sampler could

be dropped and retrieved in 2 hours disassembled

in vertical position in 2 hours using 2 m lengths

(only one crane required) or rotated to horizon-

tal position in one hour.
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Figure 2

Piston Corer Plus Double Impact
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          Multi-impact System (see attached sketch - Fig. 3)
a. Total weight 5 tons

Sliding weight-attached to retrieval cable

Piston taken up oh spring powered wheel or drum

Piston position needs to be known to determine if

driving is helping.  or: if sampler is plugged

Winch can raise and ·automatic mechanical trip will

allow weight to fall (over run in vertical direc-

tion necessary to take out boat motion)

Parachute drag can still be used

Falling weight should be at least 1.ton and

travel 3 to 5 m

.

C.  200 Meter Coring Capability

The peep Sea Drilling Project group has been inter-

ested in developing a capability for recovering "undisturbed
"

samples of deep sea unlithified sediments to depths in ex-(

cess of 100 meters. A preliminary analysis of three differ-

ent options (by S. Serocki) is included in Appendix B and

excerpted below. It is recommended that a comprehensive

feasibility study be initiated along the lines of the pre-

liminary work included here so that a decision can be made
in the near future on the best system to develpp.

SYSTEM CONCEPTS - 200 METER CORE

-  Three concepts are described based on: (1) Drill ship

capabilities; (2) Recovery vessel capability and; (3) Oceano-

graphic/recovery vessel capability.

1.  Drill Ship Capability - Hydraulic Ram Concept

Soft sediments are badly disturbed during GLOMAR CHAL-

LENGER coring operations. The disturbance is caused pri-

marily by motion at the end of the drill string and the un-

favorable end area ratio. The following section out-
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lines a concept that utilizes drillship capability to

recover "undisturbed" core.

a. Concept Description
Circulation pumps are used to eject a core barrel

section through the end of. the drill pipe into the

sediment.  The core barrel is effectively decoupled

from the drill string by the high rate of penetration

of the core barrel.

b. Design Parameters

Length - 30 feet,

Core Diameter - 2-7/8 inches,

Rate of Penetration - Approximately 10 fee,t/second,

Force Available - 10 to 20,000 lbs (hydraulic).

c. Operation
Drop core barrel through drill pipe to landing seat

just above bit.

Apply pump pressure to release and eject core barrel.

Core barrel reaches end of travel with upper end of

barrel stopped at bit.

Pull up on drill string to extract core barrel from         '

sediment.

Retrieve core barrel through drill pipe.

Wash or rotate drill string to next coring point.

Continue with hydraulic ram core or drop "conventional"

barrel. (Round trip of drill pipe not required to

continue coring indurated section).

d. Comments
This concept has been selected for an initial feasi-

bility study and preliminary design by the Deep Sea

Drilling Project Development Engineering group. Prob-

lems which will require study include Venting of water
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above the core, internal core traction, incorpora-

tion of a piston in the design, and the probable

disturbance of the upper core section due to the

stroked-out movement at the lower end of the pre-

vious hydraulic ram core.

2. Recovery Vessel
a. Discussion

The hydraulic ram concept discussed above may be con-

sidered for vessels such as the Alcoa Seaprobe. The

essential elements required are:

Drill string capability

Wireline core barrel compatibility

Pump system capable of delivering on the order of 300

gallons per minute at pressures of 1000-5000 psi (to

300 HP approximately)
A study is recommended to determine if the operating

depth of the Seaprobe could be increased to the 18,000

foot depth range by the use of aluminum drill pipe.

Aluminum pipe allows greatly expanded depth dapability

at no increase in total weight of the drill string.

Major renovations in the racking system and the wire-

line system would likely be required.

b. Recommendation

Prepare feasibility study to determine maximum fea-
sibla drill string length based on aluminum pipe.
Determine equipment requirements and modification

costs for wireline core retrieval operations, include

circulation and rotating capability for unlithified

sediments.  Circulation pressures in the 1000-1500 psi

range and rotating capability in the 7000 ft-lb torque

range would likely suffice for limited sediment pene-

trations. The study should also consider drill string

dyanmics.
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3. Oceanographic/Recovery Vessel Capability

In the absence of a drill string capability, a bottom

supported jacking system offers an alternate method of

recovering "undisturbed" core in the depth range sig-

dificantly beyond gravity/piston core devices.  Its de-
ployment will likely require a large oceanographic ves-

sel on the order of 250 feet in length with a center

well arrangement and a derrick.  The Alcoa Seaprobe

might also be considered for deployment of the device.

The following sections discuss a concept for a sea-

floor supported deep penetration coring system.

a. Concept Description

A jacking unit is lowered to the seafloor by a dual

traction winch wire rope system.  A length of steel
core tube is lowered by a third traction winch, using

the dual lowering ropes as,guides. The pipe is lowered

and guided into the jacking unit.  The jacking unit
grips the pipe and applies thrust to take the sample

in approximate 5 to 7 foot strokes.  The core tube is
then jacked out and brought to the vessel by the wire-

line. Additional core- tube is made up and the process

repeated in increments until the unlithified sediments
are cored.

The system is described schematitally in Figures 4 to 6

and in the Data Package (Vol. II). It may be noted that
the jacking unit is operational. The principal modi-

fication is the use of a wire rope capability to "feed"

drill pipe or core tube to the unit and the design for

self contained power at great water depths.

b. Design Parameters
Water Depth - 18,000 to 22,000 ft range,                t

Core Diameter - Nominal 3-6 inches,
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Rate of Penetration - 15 ft/min,

Weight - 50,000 pounds,

Maximum Thrust - 40,000 pounds,

  Stroke - 5 feet,

Hydraulic System - Maximum 156 gallons/minute at 200 psi

Cylinder Area: 2 @ 100 square inch each

Power - Self contained battery system rated at 4800

ampere hours    ( 24 volts) (three hours operation

with factor of safety of two)

Control - Double armored 7-conductor cable attached.

to jacking unit lowering line.

Dimension - Approx. 13' x 13' x 15' high

One feature of the system would be· a tapered core tube

design. The deeper cores would be at·reduced diameters

allowing wall clearance and reduced or negligible pull

out at the previously cared intervals.

A dynamically positioned vessel some 250 feet long

with a center well and derrick would be required. Costs

of major-:items not including the dynamically positioned

vessel are listed in Appendix B.

Traction winch systems would use one-inch 3 x 19 steel

construction wire rope with 100,600 1b breaking strength

and be self-powered.

Design problems  to be evaluated would include:

Incorporation of piston

Dynamics of system during deployment

Cable drag load, vortex shedding

Cable entanglements

Internal core traction

With regard to cable entanglement, industry has used

a 4-guideline system in establishing exploratory wells

in water depths to 3600 feet in "severe" current areas..

A two-guideline system would thus appear feasible con-
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sidering that only two guidelines would be.employed

in the proposed concept and currents would. be much

reduced in deeper water.

The use of a hard wire control cable would also allow

monitoring of sediment frictional forces and other

soil parameters of experiments.

A limited logging and instrumentation capability could

also be considered as the guideline system allows a

means of hole re-entry.     -                                i

System development time is estimated at three years.

c. Recommendation

Prepare study to establish feasibility and applica-

tion of a bottom supported unit for deep penetration

coring; the study should include:

a. Preliminary design, cost, capability and limitations.

b. Schedule for development.

c. General vessel requirements for deployment of sys-
tem.

d. Compatibility with available large oceanographic
vessels including the Alcoa Seaprobe.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The engineering workshop group is very enthusiastic and

optimistic about development of reliable, efficient coring

capabilities to obtain good quality, long, continuous samples

of deep sea sediments. Based on our assessment of current
technology, needs, and resources we feel that it would be

prudent to organize a phase development program with the first

objective being to obtain a 50 meter coring capability by up-

grading existing piston coring systems.  This 50 meter system
could then be modified and added to.as some of the other prom-

ising systems are developed and refined. It is our opinion

that the technology necessary to extend coring.-penetrations

significantly beyond 50 meters will be quite differeht than
for the upper 50 meters   and   the   time and expense necessary- -to

develop such a capability will be considerably greater. How-

ever, it is reasonable to considar development of a 200 meter

capability and feasibility studies of such systems should pro-

ceed in parallel with the 50 meter system. The following is

a summary of the workshop group recommendations.  Additionil

operational and procedural suggestions are contained else-
where in thid report.

1.  Work should begin immediately to upgrade the most

recent Giant Piston Coring system to enable "rou-

tine" recovery of up to 50 meter cores of deep sea
unlithified sediments from a selected number of

oceanographic research vessels. The entire system,

ihcluding the winch/cable, handling, corer, and
sample processing equipment should be portable and

compatible with as many ships as possible without
requiring major structural changes to the vessels

used. The work should be proarammed so that the

system is fully operational and available by late

1979 or early 1980.
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2.  A parallel activity should begin as soon as possible

to modify and add to the free-fall piston coring
technique at least one other penetration assist me-

thod with the goal of making the 50 meter capabil-
ity more efficient and reliable.  Several options

should be seriously considered including a) weight
plus hydrostatic ram b) weight plus jacking and

c) weight plus impact. Based on preliminary dis-
.

cussions and analyses it appears that the "weight

plus impact" combination may prove to be the best
dhoice for the near future.

3.  For development of a 200 meter capability, three

different concepts should be studied:

a) Drill ship with operation of a drop core barrel

through the drill string.
b) Recovery vessel with derrick, drill string, and

wireline core barrel capability.

c) Oceanographic vessel with seafloor jacking unit

It is- recommended that an engineering feasibility

study be initiated as. soon as possible so that a
decision can be made as to which system to develop.

The study should result in a proposal for engineer-

ing work to design the selected system. These ef-

forts should be closely coordinated with those of       i
the Deep Sea Drilling Project.
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- Note -

-                                 APPENDICES A and B

The appendices have not been included in copies of the

workshop report for general circulation.  A few complete

copies of the engineering workshop report will be available
at the March, 1978 workshop at the University of Rhode Island.

In addition, a limited number of complete copies are avail-

able,and interested people should request these through the
authors.

)
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